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L4BSTRACT
Knowing about .AIDS and the manner in which it can be contracted in the
worxplaee is esserrtlal for preventing infection. This thesis attempts to explore
whether nen-madlcal hospital workers are placed at risk of Infection by virtue
of their ignorahce of the virus and further seeks to !nvestigat~ whether
"expert" knowledge possessed by professional health workers is disseminated
to less....skilled and less-knowledgable workers. Processes around ......lass and
status involved in social closure are investigated to account for the lack of
communication concerning AIDS amongst hospital workers. TWO research
procedures were adopted in this study, namely the intensive interview and
participant observation.
Findings of the thesis indicate that although all hospital workers are at risk
of AIDS infection, unskilled workers remain more vulnerable because they lack
knowledge and awareness of the virus. Factors of class, status, educational
opportunity and professional elitism striate the hospital workforce and result
in exclusionary practices, including the non-dissemination of knowledge about
AIDS in the hospital work setting.
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The use of the abbreviated initials of AIDS has been used throughout this
thesis to deslqnate the condition Acquired ImmuneDeficiency Syn~rome which
also embracesHIV, Human Immuno-deficiency Wrus. The writer ts cCignisantof
the fact that there i~~a difference betweel:l KIV and AIDS in medical
terminology. However the decision to use the abbreviation AIDS was taken in
the interests of brevity and because the term is used uni~sraally and
colloquially to designate the condition.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION
The disease known as Acquired ImmuneDeficiency syndrome, or AIDS, was
011)1 identified 15 years ago. During this period it has been more intensively
researched and scrutinised than any other disease in the history of
humankind and as yet no cure for it has been found. It seems likely that
while medical and scientific research will continue to make sI0'\:,7progress
during the 1990's, it is economic, social and behavioural research into the
diseasewhich will becomeincreasingly important in an attempt to confront and
retard the progress of the disease. Scientists have unlocked many secrets of
the vlrus and now know how it is spread and its effects. The medical
chalien~a now facing scientists is to oevelop a cure for the disease and
poeslbly a vaccine to prevent it. For social sclentlsts, the task is to develop
W&YfJ;of {!oping with the continually spreading impact of the diseaseWhich has
ravaged whole societies (Whiteside, 1993:3).
inQ!J:Strial Sociologists have a fundamental role to play in explaining the
manner ill which the threat of AIDS affects working communities.Taking into
consideration that South Africa is a unique society, boasting a wide assortment
of cultures, social and class components in which developed and
underdeveloped communities exist and work side by side, Industrial
Sociologists are well equipped to formulate dlstlnctlve perspectives and
solutlons to the problem of AIDS. They are able to detect weakness in the
manner in which workers' needs are being addressed by employers with
regards to AIDS by examining the social orga:1;~l;\tionwithin the workplace
which would determine who specifically is cared for and wh~c' categories of
worker fail to receive consideration.
Of particular interest is the manner in which health care worYr.>··s are informed
about the virus as they represent a section of the working community who
run an above-average propensity to contract AIDS by virtue of the fact that
they work with AIDS-infected people. Although at the present time there is
no cure for AIDS: the virus can be prevented if certain precautionary
measures are adopted. Prevention of the virus is possible if people are
I'roperly informed and knowledge is disseminated to all persons Whoare at
risk. As moreand more people contract the virus, health care workers run an
ever-increasing risk of infection particularly if these workers are employed
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in a hospital setting. The hoS'!pii:alsetting as a· workplace is therefore of
particular interest to the research of industrial sociologists as it is here that
weaknessesin social structures and the manner in which workers' needsare
being addressed may be studied.
This thesis is therefore concerned with an investigation of those factors which
both facilitate and hinder the dissemination of knowledge about AIDS to
workers from a sociological perspective. There is a growing and urgent need
to understand the relationships betweenworkers in hospitals irrespective of
whether they belong to different cultural or class groups as the first step
towards uE:velopingan education program that will facilitate the dissemination
of knowledgeand thereby help to protect aUworkers from the threat of AIDS
infection.
'1.1 THE TWO PHASES OF THE STUDY
This research project has been divided into two dlstlrtct phases. The
motivation for the second research phase ci)t 'A:le directly in response to
findil1gs in the first phasewhich indicated that the well-belnq of somehealth
care workers was assigned low prtorrty within a hospital setting. It was
assumedthat a hospital, as a place associatedwith healing and recuperation
would ensure that all medical workers would be knowledgable about the
diseases with which they come into contact and that through specific
education, workers could take appropriate precautionary measuresto prevent
infection. However.the first phase of this research revealed that this was not
necessarily the case.
The first phase involved assessing which workers were at risk of contracting
the AIDS virus in the Hoapltal in the course of their duties. Once this was
established, the depth of knowledgeand the degra2 of awarenessconcerning
AIDS amongst the workers at the Hospital was investigated. It was then
established that certain workers had knowledge about AIDS and others did
not.
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certaln fundamental questions were left unanswered concerning why certain
health workers were left ignorant of the dangers they faced in their work
situation and the steps necessary to prevent AIDS infection. a Was also
apparent that although some workers kn~w about the AIDS condition they did
not necessarily communicate this information to fellow workers.
Phase two of the study was therefore orientated "vwards establishing why
non-dissemination of knowledge about AIDS occurred at the hospital. The
researcher identified class, status and professionalism as possible factors
contributing to the non-dlssemlnatlon of knowledge and which would account
for the difference in levels of knowledge regarding AIDS between
'professional' and 'non-professional' personnel in medical institutions.
1.2 AIM OF THE STUDY'
This thesis therefore aims to investigate the knowledge health workers possess
regarding AIDS, whether 'expert' knowledge possessed by professional health
workers is disseminated to less skilled/less knowledgable health workers and
the processes around class and status involving social closure which may
account for communication patterns between workers.
The question of whether there h..) a failure to propagate knowledge throughout
the broad spectrum of workers must rest on a thorough evaluation and
investigation of social relations between workers. Throu~rh insights thus
gained it is hoped that a contribution will be made towards understanding
why less privileged members of society are more likely tu oecarne the victim-
of AIDS.
The ultimate goal of the study is intended to make a number of
recommendations for the establishment of an effective AIDS education program
at the hospital. The effort to formulate a preliminary education program will
draw on the insigMs of hospital social relations and the manner in which they
affect communication patterns. An assumption of this thesis IS that any




It is crucial from the outset to have a. clear and comprehensive understanding
of both the nature and background of AIDS. In this introduction the
discovery, manifestation and biological nature of the AIDS virus will rJE;
.,~
outlined. Also discussed in this chapter are issues of AIDS as an occupational
risk.
1.3.1 ,The nature of Aftguired immune Deficiency syndrome
!'
AIDS is a viral infection which destroys the immune system of the human
body. The virus that causes AIDS is known as the Human Immuno-deficiency
Virus (HIV).
HIV is a.member of a family of viruses known as retroviruses which have long
been known to infect man and animals and are fatal in virtually all cases. HIV.
in common with all' viruses, is a parasite and is transmitted by the exchange
of four main body fluids, blood, semen, vaginal fluids and, to a lesser extent,
through breast milk. Infection therefore occurs through:
* Sexual intercourse,
* When HIV-infected blood is passed directly into the body, eg: during
transfuslons of contaminated blood or blood products; sharing, re-
using or accidental skin piercing by contaminated injection needles
and syringes,
* From mother to child during pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeedlnp.
Once the virus has gained entry into the body, it needs to attach to specific
target cells within the bloodstream with specific receptors, called CD4
receptors (Evian, 1993:11). An example of a CD4 receptor is a T4 lymphocyte
which enables the virus to successfully attach and gain entry [ .. '.the body's
cells.
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T-Iymphocytes constitute the sin!=}le key factor in the production of arrt)bodies
which protect the body from infec~ion. once HtV has established itself within
a T-Iymphocyte ceil, the virus is capable of altering the normal functioning
of the oell, and induces the T-Iympnocyfu to produce more HIV at the expense
I,
of normal antibody production, The newly))replicated I-lIV is then released from
the host cell and invades other healthy (t-lymPhOcytes. The process ends in
the complete destruction of TQ"lymphoc~~tes within the body and a total
I,
inability of the body to produce arrtlbcdiec, It thus desi:toys the body's ability
to reslst infection. In this way HIV crip;;6les and destroys the immune system,
allowing opportunistic inf'Olctions 1:1:) en1'el"the body. The ~n..avidual usually dies
not from AIDS itself, but as a r&suit of i:(r1eopportuntstic infections <;igainst
Which the body is no longer able te, defend itself.
The state of the immune system is thus the best indicator of the development
of the virus. Measuring CD4 is currennv regarded as the best in!.iicator of
immune-deficiency in lilV disease a.~f is used to monitor the immune status of
the. person.
[fhe disease process passes through a number of stages. Immediately after-"
infection, there is a period during which the person is both infected and
lnfsctlve. The infected person would experience a flu-like illness during this
phase but there at€!>not sufficient antibodies within the bloodstream for the
virus to be detected through laboratory testing. This phase is known as the
seroconversion phase or the window pertcd, During this phase, the HIV
antibody test usually converts from being negaU1:."f':to positive and can last
from 4 to 12Weeks.
This is followed by a phase during which the virus is detectable through
laboratory testing, but the Hlv-Intected person usually experiences a peripd
of good health in which the virus remains 'silent' or latent. However the virus
is active and begins its ,~t{tack on the immune system. This is known as the
latent phase. This phase may last between 3 and 7 years (even up to 10
years).
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This phase is sometimes followed by the onset of minor overt symptoms of the
!~'.,
disease, and is called the minor symptomatic piaase. This phase occurs between
3 to 7 years after infection and is characterised by) fevers, weight loss, sktn
rashes and swelling of the lymph nodes.
After about 5 to e yeats following HIV infection, the immune system continues
to doterrorate and the person becomes more immune-deficient and Signs of
mOI"S severe HIV...related disease begin to appear (Evtan, 1993:27). This phase
is referred to as the AiDS Related Complexes (ARC) and is characterised by
the reactivation of old infections like TS and herpes, oral and vaginal thrush,
persistent diarrhoea and weight loss.
Finally, 12 to 18 months after the ARC phase, and about 8 years after HIV
infection, full-blown .AIDS results. At this stage, the infected person
e}{petiences severe immune-deficiency which allows for the development of
severe opportunistic infections. To date, the vast majority of cases end in
death,
It must be po\<:ted out that it is not clear whether every HilI-infected person
will progress to develop AIDS. Approximately 80%of HIV-infected people will
have developed AIDS within 12 years of acquiring the infection (Evlan,
1993:25). Current trends have shown most HIV-infected people will eventually
develop AIDS, even if it takes 15 to 20 years.
The existing health status and socio-economic background of an individual are
thought to be the factors that would determine the pace at which immune-
deficiency and symptomatic disease would develop within an HIV-infected
person. A person who is healthy at the time of infection, who can afford to
eat well and rest for long periods of time, is thoug.l1t to be able to postpone
immune-deficiency and symptomatic diseases. However it is these variable trine
periods which make the disease sinister, difficult to detect and partially
account for its rapid spread.
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.1.3.2 AIDS'~ the $prea.d of th@ virus
Fifteen years ago one would not have found reference to AIDS in any medical
publication. The first documented casesof what is now characterised as AIDS
were briefly described amongst homosexualmen in a report in the US Centers
for Disease Control's Morbidity and Mortali1Y._Weekbl_B.~Qortin June 1981
(FitzSimons, 1993:14). It soon becameapparent that whatever was causing the
condition was spreading rapidly through this particular population group. It
was only two years later in 1983, that professor Luc Montagnier at the
Instltut Pasteur in Par~s,isolated and identified a specific virus as the cause
of AIDS. This led to the development of blood tests which could detect the
antibodies of the HIV.
The introduction of these blood tests, along with further epidemloloalcal
studies, led £0 the identification of the main routes of transmission of the
dlsease by 1985. Cases began to be detected in haerncphlllacs whose lives
depended on the introduction of blood products as part of their treatment. Not
only haemophlllacs,but reclplents of blood transfusions bega.rtto be infected.
Screening of donated blood was only introduced in 1985 (Pltzalmons, 19f'.3:24).
Sadly, by that time, blood products made from contaminated blood had been
exported widely across the world, leading to the appearance of cases of
infection in many countries. As a result it was realised thai: the disease was
being transmitted by contaminated blood in addition to transmtaslon via sexual
intercourse.
With casesappearing in seemingly unrelated groups and types of people, the
fear of e.universal threat arose in the latter part of the decade. It became
apparent that a virus Which caused a fatal illness, and against which there
Wasno cure or protection. was sweeping across the world. Every new report
seemedto bring newsot cases of AIDSor H!V infection in other countries and
corrtl nerrts,
ln Africa cases of V\ .:ing disease called 'slim' were increasingly being
reported in Uganda and neighbouring countries, but these early signs of the
epidemlc were ignored internationally as attention focused on the spread of
the disease in North America and Europe.
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Since these first substantive reports appeared in the USAv cases have been
described from the middle of the 1970'S and possibly earlter indicating the
presence of the disease. The origins of the epidemic remain obscure and the
subject of much speculation, ranging from deliberate expertrnents in biological
warfare and outer space, to the use of monkey cells for pollo vaccinee and the
introduction of monkey viruses related to HIV into humans during experlmentc
on malaria several years ago (Fltzalmona, 1993:15).
The confusion and ignorance surrounding AIDS led to the singling out of
specific groups as the likely source of origin, These have included the Haitian
immigrants to the USA, whilst other investigators pointed to Africa as the
source of the epidemic, a speculation that is still widely believed today. If the
€){act plnpotntlng of the origin of the virus remains elusive, the important
consideration must not be Where the virus came from, but where the epidemic
is going.
1.3-'.,~Routes and efficiency of transmission ~of lilV
The most common route of transmtsston was found to be sexual intercourse,
with the estimation that two-thirds of all infection occurred via heterosexucl
intercourse, with rough proportions of 70% for heterosexual and 1~% for
homosexual intercourse (FitzSimons; 1993:24). Prostitution accounts for many
heterosexual infections as one infected Sex worker is able to infect many other
individuals.
Pregnant infected women have a 30%chance of passing the virus on to their
unborn children, and about 5 to 10 % of HIV infection cases globally
are thought to be transmitted in this way.
Before screening of blood for HIV began in 1985, contaminated blfyd products
and transfusions of contaminated blood caused many cases of transmission, and
this route accounts for about ~ to 5%of all present HIV infection in the world
(FitzSimons,1993). Because of the quantity of blood administered in
transfusions, the virus is passed on in profusion and the risk of infection is
extremely high, with the rate of infection estimated at more than 90%
(FitzSimons,1993:26).
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Direct inoculation of HiV into blood by the use of shared needles for injectins
dru9s or accidental needlestlck injuries is an effioient method of infection.
However, the risk from the sharing of injecting drug equipment or accidental
injuries such as needleprlcks to health-care workers is much lower because
of the much smaller amounts of virus transmitted on each occasion. For
intravenous drug users the rlsk is estimated to be about 1 in 100-200
(FitzSimons,1993:27). This group represents a major concern. At present
intravenous drug users aceount for about 5 to 10% of all infections in the
world, but the rate is increasing as such people, frequently being young,
sexually active and heterosexual, may act as a bridge into the general
population.
Table 1. Routes and efficiency of transmtsslon IOf ;·HV























Source: fitzSimons, D. W!The Global Pandemic of AIDS', In Facing Up to AIDS -
The soofo-sconomtc Impact in Southern Africa, ed. S. Cross & A. Whiteside
(Hampshln:The Macmillian Press Ltd, 1993, p.25.).
A number of distinct patterns in the spread of AIDS have been identified
according to geographic location and population grc.'ups affected.
Pattern 1 is prevalent in more industrtallsad 'modern' societies and its key
features are that most cases are found in homosexual/bisexual men and in
intravenous drug users. Fewer instances of heterosexual transmission occur.
The male to female ratio is 10:1, mal(ing paedlatrtc AIDS transmission uncommon
(Whiteside,1993). The level of HIV infection in relation to national population
is low.
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Pattern II is the epidemiological pattern fo~nd in sub-aaharan Africa. The key
feature is that most cases, occur among heterosexual men and women. The male
to female ratio is about 1:1, thus paediatric AIDS is common. Transmission via
contaminated blood and blood products also remains significant. The natlcnal
,.,revaJence of HIV infection can exceed 1%of the total poplJiation and in some
urban areas up 25% of those aged 15-49 years would be infected (Whiteside,
1993:5).
Pattern I U 0011,U1"s in North Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Latin
America and Asia. l<sy features are a mix of Patterns I and J!.
1.3.5 AftDS in South AfriC'.a
In South Africa, AIDS emerged far later than in many other countries. This
places it in a position where it should have been able to learn from others'
expertences and to benefit from the knowledge that had been accumulated.
Unfortunately. the problem was not adequately addressed.
South Afri('~a. is a complex society. It is not only a mix of cultures and
traditions, but is also a mixture of the developed and underdeveloped world.
Although South Africa is rich in AIDS data compared to most of the developing
world, and whilst its research capabilities should place it at the forefront of
AIDS research and surveillance throughout the continent of Africa, little
progress has been made in confronting the disease. This is partly due to the
fact .nat its health-care educators are vieWed with widespread distrust by the
majority of the population because of their close links to the old apartheid
government. The country was also until recently, isolated from the accumulated
wisdom and experience of such bodies as the World Health Organisation (WHO),
because of sanctions. The affects of global isolation may diminish in the years
ahead but South Africa will continue to face not only the general problema of
understanding AiDS, but also the ramifications resulting from peculiar
complexities which exist in its society.
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Until 1987, South Africa experienced Pattern 1 AIDS1 and white homosexual
malescomprised the majority of victims. Since then, Pattern II AIDS has been
the main modeof spread in South Africa, affecting mostly the black population
of low soclo-economtc standing in ever increasing numbers (Whiteside.<~993:5).
ln fact by i990, more heterosexual than homosexualcases were being reported
in South Africa (Southall, 1993:64).
tn South Africa, as elsewhere, forecasts of the numbers of AIDS cases vary
widely. AIDScases and deaths are reported to the South African Institute of
Medical Research, which in turn provides this data to the Department of
National Healthand PopUlation Development (DNHPD).The figures released by
the DNHPDin July 1992reveal the number of reported AIDScases to be 1 517,
of whom 457 had died.
The figures arrived at almost certainly underestimate the actual prevalence
of the dlsease as they rely on voluntary, not compulsory reporting by
doctors. Furthermore, there is a difficulty of diagnOSis because the actual
incidence of AIDS is obscured by other opportunistic infections, such as TB,
which is rife in South Africa. Thirdly, until recently, South African data
artificially excluded reported cases in the 'Independent Homelands'.The extent
of under-reporting of AIDS in South Africa would therefore seem to lie
between the 90%rate which the WHOestimates to be the case in some parts
of Africa, and the estlmated 41%in the USA (Southall, 1993:62).
Peter Doyle (1993) of Metropolltan Life calculated that there have been 8 687
AIDs-related deaths from 1985to 1993,and that AIDS wfll claim 9 800 lives in
1994, Doyle estimates that approximately 297 000 people were HIV posltive at
the beginning of 1993 and 500 000 at the year end. In an article in the
Sunday Times,November 1994, Dr Clive Evian, director of the AIDS Consulting
and Support Unit of Alexander Forbes Health Care Consultants, stated that by
allowing for a doubling period at a conservative estimate of 15 months, the
figure of 500 000 Htv-Inteoted South Africans at the end of 1993has probably
risen to the currently projected figure for 1994 of between 850 000 and 1
million people. Or Evian believes that if the rate of infection continues to
escalate, there will be about 2 to 3 million people sick from AIDS by the year
2005.
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This compares with some 350 000 reported AIDScases world wide 111 1993.As
a consequence of the long incubation period, the number of HIV infected
persons, in contrast to the number of actual AiDS cases, is thought to be
much greater. The WHOesttmates that in April 1991 there Were around 8 to
10 miflion adults and one million children infected world-wide. Of these, some
6 million were in Africa and about 70% of aU HIV global infections Were
thought to have been spread by heterosexual intercourse.
from the foregoing statistics it can be seen that the necessity for devlstns
strategies to prevent and control AIDS is a matter of great urgency and that
each society requires measures that are uniquely appropriate to it.
1.3.6 AIOS ana occupationai rtsk
The risk of HIV infection Varies in different workplace settings and in the
type of work done. Increaslrratv, as the epidemic grows and HIV infection
becomesmore common,people are having to confront their own attitudes and
fears about co-workers, clients and patients with HIV infection or AIDS.
Worldwide, as medical science becomesmore able to delay the progression of
advanced HIV disease, more and more Hlv-Infected persons remain sufficiently
healthy to continue work.
The risk of AIDS infection in the majority of workplaces is, of course, in
general small.The emphas+sis on educating workers into accepting people who
have AIDS - changing attitudes and fears so that they can work alonnslde
infected people comfortably. However there are certain types of work where
AIDS infection is a great risk and in these instances a special type of
education needs to be instituted.
Occupational risk is not a new problem. Long before the AIDSera, Occupational
health and safety regulations were instituted in an effort to protect workers
from exposure to hazar-deusmaterial and working conditions. In the health
care setting, infection control measures encompass precautions regarding
infectious materials and persons with infectious disease. The emergenceof the
AIDS epidemic in the early 1980's has engendered a heightened awareness of
concern for appropriate precautions (Richmond, 1991:265).
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Someoccupations carry an inherent risk of exposure to potentially infectious
materials such as blood and bod.y fluids taken from HIV-infected patients.
Those at risk include health care personnel. fi'refighters. pollee offtcara,
ambulance and rescue workers and other emergency response personnel. Other
,:'
high-risk occupations involve the USe of s~<in-piercin9 instruments such as
used by acupuncturists, morticians and dentists.
In the past, health care was acknowledged to be an occupation burdened by
risk, At no time was this more obvious than during the periods of ..plague and
pestilence in earller centuries, In developed countrtes during the la.tt~r half
of the twentieth century, however, the major infectious disease have declined.
This has had the effect of removing many of the hazards associated with
caring for the sick, and those hazards which remain are not, for the most
part, life..,threatening. Accordingly, the notion of occupational risk has tended
r,
\',
to recede from the consciousness of health care workers,
The modern pandemic of AIDS, however, has put the possibility of serious
occupational hazards back on the agenda far health care workers in general.
Given the drastic consequences of contracting AIDS, health care now involves
an expltclt, though small element of risk to life.
Potential routes of occupational HIV transmission include needlesticJt or cuts
by other sharp instruments, splashes of fluid onto mucous membranes (for
example, the eyes and mouth), and skin contact (blood or body fluids coming
in contact with broken skin). For surgeons, gynaecologists, general doctors,
emergency nurses, gynaecological nurses, operating theatre nurses, cleaners
working in emergency wards and porters who transport emergency patients,
exposure to potentially infected body fluids is commonplaceand unpredictable.
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Three factors have to be taken into consideration when assessing the degree
of occupational risk involved. Firstly the frequency of exposure to the virus,
secondly directness of exposure, and thirdly, the prevalence of the disease
in at particular geographic region. The personnel of an urban hospital are
considered to bear the highest risk of HIV infection by virtue of the greater
number of exposures they have to infected blood and the greater volume of
blood and other bodily fluids per exposure which they handle in the trauma,
gynaecological and surgical units Within a hospital.
Health-care workers known to have been infected through occupational
exposure makeup a very small proportion of the infected population, less than
1 in 10000 (Richmond,1991:265). However,with the rapid escalation of people
becoming infected with the virus, health-care workers are being exposed to
the risk of infection more frequently, thus increasing their probability of
contracting the disease. This group is without doubt, becoming more
vulnerable and more likely candidates for infection while performing their
duties at work.
1.4 ~NDUSTR!AIJ'SOCKOlOGYAND PCCUPATiONAl EDl,JCATIQ[\!
Industrial sociology can contribute greatly to the under~1tandingof AIDS as
an occupational health risk by forwarding a unique perspective which other
disciplines fail to highlight. Research by industrial psychologists, ergonomists
and epidemiologists regarding occupational health risk has not taken a
dynamic perspective. These professionals have tended to focus on isolated
aspects of the workers' performances or abilities, and have failed to embrace
the effect of social structures in the workplace and the social causes
associated with work injury and disease. From the viewpoint of the Industrlat
sociologist, occupational health risks do not occur randomly or as isolated
incidents, especially when a whole group of workers are affected by them, but
are influenced by a number of sociological factors OPerating in the work
envi ronment,
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Fof many years injury to workers has been investigated by industrial
psychologists whose research has led to a 'blame the victim' ethos. The
individual's occupational health and safety has b~Flnstudied from the point
of view of his personal characteristics such as r~action times and attention
,If
span. The emphasis on the personal characteristics of the workers has largely
absolved managementfrom responsibility. It suggests that 59-me workers are
more prone to injury (or by '\irnplica~Jioninfection), irresf.k.~;;;;,je of the work
situation in 'Nhich they find themselves, thereby isolating the worker and his
abilities as the single most significant cause of his injury. The interaction of
the 'worker with his environment has largely been ignored. With lit~Je
responslblllty attributed to it, managementcan adopt relatively cheap practices
such as the institution of training programs in order to overcome worker
apathy or carelessness. In Quinlan's view (1988:194), industrial psychology
research has always been orientatod towards the goals of managementrather
than workers.
Workers' stress has received much attention as a cause of work injury. The
I ~.,
manner in which stress in the workplace has been approached by industrial
psychologists has further reinforced the 'victim ..blaming ideology', Much
emphasis has been placed on stress management programmes, including
techniques such as relaxatlon, diet, positive thinking and assertive training.
They are presented as though the solution to the control of stressors at 1:11e
workplace lies simply with the lndlvldual. In fact it is the atressors in the
work situation which need to be examined and changed. Such research is a
further concern of industrial sociology.
Ergonomics has to a large extent also contributed to seeing the individual as
responsible for what- happens to him in the wcrkplsce. Wori<ersare s,?enas
sophisticated machines whose potential for error must be minimised so that
they may be better adjusted to the work environment. Industrlal sociologists
have attemced to view work hazards in a broader perspective and have




Industrial sociologists bear great responsibility irt carjng for workers who are
exposed to the possibility of AlDp infection, in so far as SOCiological .factors
are directly involved in the transmission, spread and prevention of the virus,
they require to be investigated. Research conducted in a hospital setting
seems most pertinent as it provides a tocetton for studying the operation of
sociological factors in a work setting where AIDS poses a real and daify
threat. A South African hospital setting adds a unique dimension as it affords
an opportunity to research how cultural diversification, elitism and social
structures may place workers in a disadvantaged position with regard to
being infected with AIDS.
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CHAPTER TWO - UTERATURE REVIEW
The social processes which enable people to acquire or, be barred from the
acquisition of knowledge is central to the concerns of this thesis. An
appropriate theoretical framework within which to construct a research ~rojeot
of this nature must take account of theories ccncerntns class, status, social
closure and the role of credenttallsm in causing social stratlflcatlon and the
manner in which these factors affect the flltratlon of knowledge to members
of society. Specifically the theoretical orientation of Max Weber has been
selected as a framework within which to define stratification as hi::; explanation
allows 'for a broader understandtns of how stratification comes about and
allows for greater fle){ibility in explaining the findings of this thesis,
. 2.1 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION,
Inequalities .exist in all types of human life. Even in the simplest cultures
ii
where variations In wealth or property are virtually non-existent» there ana
inequalities between individuals. To describe inequalities, sociologists speak
of the existence of social stratification which may be defined as structural
inequalities between different groupings of people (Giddens, 1993),
Sociologists have long concerned themselves with stratifications that occur
within society and several theories have been advanced to explain the
conditions which. cause them. stratification in society is often discussed in
terms of class structure. Karl Marx put forward the view that class is founded
on economic factors and he theorrsed a society cf equal wealth distribution in
order to eliminate class inequalities and domination. He saw the ownership of
physical property - the means of production - to be the foundation of class
structure and therefore proposed state ownership of property. Max Weber
arpued by contrast, that a variety of factors were important in class formatlon
not least of which was education.
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According to Weber, class divisions derived not only from control or lack of
control of the means ot production, but from differences which are not
directly associated with property ownership. Such resources include the skills,
credentials or quallflcatlons which affect t!1~ types of jobs people are able to
obtain. Those in managerial or professional occupations possess qualifications
such as degrees, diplomas and ski lis which make these people more
'marketable' than others who do not possess such qualifications.
Professional people gain their class position both within organisations and in
society from their possession of credentials. The gaining of a degree or
diploma is broadly referred to as 'credenttallsm'. Havir;g a credential helps
professional people to enjoy secure and well-paid jobs affording then power
and wealth, and separates them from people who work at manual and repetitive
jobs. The influence of the acquisition of skills, credentials or qualifications in
stratifying a society cannot be more evident than in a hospital where
employees are rigidly divided by the qualifications they possess.
The use of credentlals for closure purposes has accompanied the attempts by
ever increasing numbers of white collar occupations to attain the position of
'professional'. Professlonatlsatlon itself may \ understood as a strategy
designed, amongst other things, to limit and control the supply of entrants
to an occupation to safeguard or enhance its market value. This is particularly
true of the medical profession and professional nurses where 'the number of
students allowed to enter the professlort is severely limited and restricted to
those who show academic superiority.
Weber points out that access to educatlon and the possession of educational
qualification used to be the primary 'property' claim of the middle class. As
education has become more widely available there has been a 'clamour' to
obtain qualifications not only as a means of obtaining knowledge, but as a
vehicle for gaining social privilege. Credential ism does not only lead to greater
social privilege but also becomes a mear-s of effecting exclusionary closure.
Social closure is any process whereby groups try to maintain exclusive control
over resources limiting access to them. However, from Weber's Viewpoint,
exclusionary closure is related to access to education and the acquisition of
credentials, E}{clusion refers to strategies that groups adopt to separate
outsiders fram themselves, !J/eventing them from having access to valued
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resources. The exclusion of people of lower classes from places of learning
ensures the reproduotton of the culture of the dominant classes. Nowhere has
this been more evident than in South Africa during the apartheid era when
black people were excluded from most places of learning.
If property ownership is the basis of class structure as proposed i:>y Mane,
there would be only one from of social closure, le, the control of resources
in terms of property ownership. In Parkin's (1971) view however, tr.dre are
many other factors which form the basis of social closure including ethnlolty,
race, Ia.ngua,ge,religion and the possession of knowledge. These factors may
belong to a minority and may be used as a basis,~~fpower over others.
scurdleu and Passeron (19"f7) concluded that one of the major roles of
education in society is the contribution it makes to social reproduction - the
reproduction of the relationships of power, privilege between social classes
and inequality. The privileged position of the dominant classes is justified and
legitimated by educational success, the underprivileged position of the lower
classes is legitimated by educational failure. The educational system is
particularly efl'ective in maintaining the power of the dOht;nan"tclasses since
it presents itself as a neutral body based on merltocratlc principles provIding
equal opportunity for all. However, Bourdleu concludes that in practice
education is essentially concerned with 'the reproduction of tde established
order' •
Education is not the only means by which the culture of society as a whole
is transmitted, but it is also the means by which the culture of 'dominant
classes' is reproduced. In this manner educated classes are able to define
their own culture as worthy of "ing sought and possessed, Bourdieu refers
to the dominant CU!tUYd as '( 'al capital' because via the educational
system, it can be translated In, ,,-Jalth and power. Cultural capital is not
evenly distributed throughout the class structure and this largely accounts
for class differences in educational attainment. Students with' upper class
backgrounds have a built-in advantage because they have already been
socialised into the doulnant cultuie. They therefore possess the key to unlock
the messagestransmitted in the classroom, .....he educational attainment of eoolal
groups is directly related to the amount ot cultural capital they possess.
Class stratification in society is to a large extent a result of edacatlonal
opportunity. Educational certlflcates are often used as a means of Qaining
entry to I<ey positions in the division Of labour thereby p~~venting people
who do not hold certificates from getting the job. Particularly in the field of
medloine, professional medical knowled=e results in social distance, with
doctors and certain highly qualified nurses being afforded a superior class
position. The credential becomesa powerful way to define class structures and
may be regarded as a form of resource ownership.
creoentlaosm is a vehicle not only to improve working conditions and salary,
but it also buys the holder increased social status. In contrast to class, status
refers to differences between social groups in the social honour or prestige
they are accorded by others. Occupations and styles of life are accorded
different degrees of prestige or esteemby membersof society. A status group
is made up of individuals who are awarded a similar amount of social honour
and therefore share the same status situation, Unlike classes, members of
status groups are almost always aware of their commonstatus situation. They
share a almllar life style, educational background and identify with and feel
they belonq to their status group. Doctors, or colloquially, "the medical
fraternity" epitomises a status group.
The status of an individual is assessed by subjective evaluation and is not
based onmeasurable material wealth. The holders of status in society have a
position which they seek to protect, and one way in which professionals
protect their status is by limiting access.to the 'expert' knowledge they
possess. Thosewho are educated desire exclusivity and seek to protect their
privilege .....they view their credentials as their personal property, This same
phenomenonprompted Weber to speculate that:
Whenwe hear from all sides tne demandfor an introduction of regular
curricula and special examinations, the reason behind it is, of course,
not a suddenly awakened thirst for education but the desire for"
restricting the supply of these eosltlone and their monopolisationby the
owners of educational certificates (Gerth and Mills, 1948:241).
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Class and status may coincide to create a way of life that is shared by people
in similar positions. Those outside the position may find themselves 'doubly'
excluded - shut out in relation to the ownership of property and shut out
from the cultural codes, symbcls and ways of living associated with a
particular elite status and shut out of the communication that occurs within
a status group. The manner in which people are excluded from the cultural
codes of society is one of the most important concerns of this thesis.
The occupation which an individual holds does much to define his status.
Hierarchical ranking of positions within occupations is widespread and each
position constitutes a status which is superior or lnferlor to other statuses.
For example, Taylor (1989) explains that status among wage workers is
indicated by their respective hourly wages, dirtiness or cleanliness of the job,
seniority of position, salary, duration and proficiency are among the key
factors as status distinctions.
The cleaner who works in a. hospital has his status well defined as 'inferior'.
He does the dirtiest of work for the least salary and is afforded no privileges
or special factlitles, He tends to be side-lined and ignored in matters of
communal interest, The ideas, opinions and thoughts of cleaners are seldom
canvassed in arriving at solutions.
In order to adequately explain the dynamics that exlsts between gl-oups ol
people, one has to examine the proposition that status becomes much more
important than class as a cause of stratification. Status frequently leads to
a divide of an "us" and "them" attitude, distinguishing one group of workers
from another.
In examining stratification one has to consider not only the differences
between economic position or occupation, but what happens to the individuals
who occupy it. The term social mobility refers to the movement of individuals
and groups between different socioeconomic pcsltlons, Vertical mobility means
movement up or down the, socioeconomic scale. Those who gain property.
income or status are said to be upwardly mobile, while those who move in the
opposite direction are downwardly mobile. In modern societies there is also a
great deal of lateral mobility which refers to geographical movement between
neighbourhoods, towns and regions. Vertical and lateral mobility are often
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combined. For instance, an individual working in a company in one city might
,'_'" "
be promoted to a higher position in a branch of the firm located in an6tner
town or even in another country.
Thera are two ways to stildy social mobility. Firstly, we can 1001<at
individuals' own careers - how far they move up or down the social scale in
the course of their working lives. This is usually called intragener~'ltional
mobility. l.lternativelYi we can analyse to What extent children enter the same
type of occupation as their parents or grandparents . It is known that
parents who are professionals, ego doctors, tend to foster children who became
professionals. Such mobility across the generations; is called intergeneratiom.:1!
moblltty,
Many people in modern societies believe that it is 'Jossib~e for a{lycw'Il
become socially mobile if they work hard and persistently enounn, yet th ~
figures iO numerous studies (sorokln, 1927, Llpset and Bendix, 195fJ;81au al'ld
Duncan, 1967:Jaher, 1980; Rubinstein, 1980; t:ril<son and Goldthorpe>, 190~)
indicate that very few succeed. Factoi"s which dlscouraqe social mobility
therefore require examination and are referred to as factors of social closure.
Forms of social closure include depriving groups of people of the '"ight to
property ownershtp. Social closure may also occur in differences in status on
the grounds of ethniclty, language or religion.
2.2 SOCIAL REPROD~UCTION- IEOUCATIONy OPPORTUNITY AND_TH~
SOCiALISATION PROCESS
This section attempts to relate the theoretical constructs of social stratification
as proposed by Weberand others to workers employed ((ina hospital setting.
\i




The occupation of doctor has cometo be regarded as a profession. and those
who occupy it as professionals, Our image pf doctors..1s one of prestige,
'\i:
trustworthiness and responsibility. \\
~.2.1>1 The decisj.on to study to be a doctor
Most soclcloatcal studies ~(aveshown that the decision to becamea doctor
occurs at an early age. Rogoff (1957) for example, in a study of the medical
school classes at the University of Pennsylvania, found that most of the
students reported thinking about becominga doctor when they were less than
fourteen years old. Only 14%were eighteen or over whlt.!nthey first considered
a career in medicine.
This study is supported by a another performed by coombs (1978) which also
emphasized the early choice of students. Coombsnotes that:
The decision to became a doctor comas early in the lives of most
students. Even before entering college, three out of every five had
made that decision Of this number, 29 percent decided during high
school, and 14 percent during junior high; 21 percent recalled only that
they had "always" .vanted to becamedoctors. Oneof the latter declared
that he was simply "born to be a doctor" (1918:27).
Several factors are Involved in the early decision to study medicine. Oath an
early interest in science and its application and contact with influential
doctors seem to lead to the desire to be a doctor. A doctor in the f<imily
seems to have a particularly strQ'19 and early positive influence on the
decision to study medlclne, Coombs(1978) reports that a significant number
of the students in the medical school he studied had parents, uncles, siblings
or cousins in the medical orotecston.
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2.~.1.2 Charact.~ristics of students stud.Yi.ru;Lto be.,doctors
An important question to be raised is, who in fact is it who gets lnte rnedtoal
school? Or, put another way. what are the commoncharacteristics of medical
students? According to Chalfant and Kurtz (1972) medical students have four
common charactertstlcs.
F!rstly, medical students tend to nb.I!S fathers or other close relatives who are
already doctors or other profeselonals and who attract their children to
medicine. Hall (1948) explains why doctors tend to be recruited from families
of professional workers. family members tend to envisage a particular career
line for theil" chlldren and encourage them to be doctors. He states that a
profasslonal orientation emerges from the socialisation process in professional
families that is almost a necessity for training and assuming, the professtonal
career of a doctor. These findings have been substant.ated by studies done
by Chalfant and Kurtz (1972) and by Becker, Geer and Miller (1972).
Simiiarly, the second common characteristic of medical students is that their
family income is significantly higher than the national aJiiW8!.ge. Thirdly, more
men than women became doctors. And finally, just as females are under-
represented in medical schools, so are blacks and other people of colour. When
taken together, the four characteristics of medical students have served to
maintain the homogeneity of the professton of medicine.
Socialisation is a central process 1n\\medical education. Armstrong (1977)
characterises what occurs during medical education as a "hidden currtcutum"
of the school. He suggests that In addition to formal studies of scientific
medical knowledge, there is an agenda aimed at the Internallsatlon of beliefs
and values thought to be important to the professional practice of medicine.
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Potential doctors have to come to know and internallse the expected
behaviours, patterns of interaction, attitudes and values of those who already
hold thls position of status. Without such 'education', smooth and efficient
social interaction could not go on ._ this holds true for the roles within the
medical environment as it is for roles played in other parts of society.
A d~stincUon has been made between primary and secondary socialisation
(Berger and t.uokmann, 1967). Primary socialisation occurs during childhood;
secondary socialisation is the process by which specialised aspects of the
generalised world, with their roles and attitudes, are internalised. Clearly,
socialisation in the medical field is a kind of secondary socialisation
concerning the specific institution of medicine, although it may be passed on
not only through doctors, teachers and fellow medica! students but also
through popular imageand public opinion about the status role of doctors in
society as well as via parents who are protesslonals through primary
social lsatlon.
Medical education is a system of socialisation desi.gnedto prepare students to
function in the role of the doctor. Through this process, the norms, values,
beliefs, behaviours and skills of the doctor's status are acquired; people are
shaped into individuals "endowedwith appropriate attitudes, values, and ways
of thlnklnj;" for their positions rn the social structure (Coombs, 1978). When
graduation comessix years after enrolment, the successful student wiU have
learned how to "act" Hk\~ a doctor,
2.2.1.4 The dominanceof professionalism by doctors
Within the general field of health care, almost all of the health occupations
are organised around the work of the doctor, and usually come under the
direct contact of the doctor, As a result all the health care occupations
outside of the doctor lack professional autonomy.Although nurses may emulate
the role of the professional, formal professional status cannot be obtained
unless professional autonomy is granted by the society in which the nurses
work. In our soclety, we have recoqnlsed and appointed doctors as the
principal ministers of health care, and as the officia! representative jilnd
interpreters of the ultimate value of health. Accordingly, the granting of
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formal professional autonomy to any emerging occupation in the health cars
field has been placed in the hands of the doctors. Dootors, to protecc both
their class and status postttons, are not likely to voluntarily dispossess
themselves of any portion of their monopoly of formal professional autonomy.
Thus health care workers who are not doctors are likely to be kept at the
paraprofessional level as long as doctors continue to dominate and control the
health care field.
Indeed doctors' dominance of professionalism operates as well at an extremely
subtle level as the benchmark for all other would-be professions. Wilson (1970)
points out that each variety of health worker gauges his status and
professional selfhood in terms of how closely he approaches the doctor on a
scale of privileges and responsibility. In essence, then, health professionals
evaluate their own - and each other's - positions in terms of how closely
they resemble those of the doctor.
2.2.2 nlE NURSES
2.2.2.1 Who chooses t·" .pe a nurse?
We have established that doctors tend to be from upper social classes, from
families already containing doctors, and these recruits tend to be white males.
In nursing, however, a quite different pattern merges. In their classic study,
Hughes, at al (1958) found that nursing students were predominantly women
from small towns or rural areas, and of lower middle class and working class
backarounds, These students generally perceived that nursing was the most
appealing avenue of social mobility available to them. If doctors have already
'arrived' in class and status terms before gaining entry into the profession
(Interqenerattonal mobility), nurses are drawn to the occupatlon as a means
of rising in: class and status terms (intragenerational mobility).
As Simpson (1979) notes, student nurses tend to be self-selectively recruited
into the field. Although there are variations in the motivations for entering
the field, some generalisations can be made. The major point made in most
studies of nursing student backarounds is that a strons service orler.tatlon
is felt by those who choose the occupation. O'Neill (1973) found, for example,
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that nursing students in the college setting were much more concerned with
helping others than were fellow students pursuing other educational programs.
Nursing students emphasiseservice over self-expression, which is associated
with a lessening of such behaviours as competitiveness, developmentof the
individual, and desire for recognition (Sitnpson,1979).In short, student nurses
tend to havea traditional imageof nursin.g and they hold corresponding role
expectations.
2.2.2.2 The professionalisation of nursing
While nursing has progressed towards protessronattaattcn, it has not became
a true profession becausethe nature and extent of work that nurses can do
is regulated and controlled not by nurses, but by doctors. Thus, nurses do
not have completeautonomy. However, the nurse's posltlon in the hospital is
one of offering direct care for the daily needs of the patient or the
supervision of the meeting of such needs. As such the nurse spends hi$ or
her time in close interaction with and in close proximity to patients and in
this way gains a great deal of information about the patient. On the other
hand, the doctor spendsa limited amountof time with the hospitalised patient,
often appearing at the bedside of a patient once a day for ward rounds. White
doctors are absent from the wards, nurse do possess a certain degree of
autonomy.
Although nurses are clearly under the domination of the doctor who controls
medical decision making, nurses possessa great deal of knowledge that may
be useful to doctors. However. doctors often do not ask nurses for information
posslbly out of fear of lowering their professional standing.
Wolins!w (1980)calls attentlon to factors that make it difficult for nursing to
claim professional status, Firstly, there is the nature of the socialisation
process during the student years which emphasisesa role of subordination
to the doctor. Secondly, the public imageof the nurse is that of one who is
basically a helper rather than an independent worker. Thirdly, the fact that
nurSing is to a large extent a "female" profession detracts from a professional
image, since the clearest professional occupations, doctors and lawyers, are
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dominated by males, Lastly, doctors' perceptions of nurses are as helpers
~ather than as decision makers.
Traditionally nursing has been regarded as a female profession or occupation.
As such, it has had a history of being subject to a. number of sexist
discriminatory practices. Ashley (1976) notes with regard to sexism and
nursing that nursing perhaps more than any other profession has been
influenced by social conceptions regarding the nature of womenwho were seen
as less independent and capable than men.
In her book Reefto\IIJ;_1]_Elite, Mia Brandel-Syriar (1971) has documented the
special status that nurses are afforded within a 'Bantu culture', Becominga
nurse is seen as a sign of upward mobility and when men marry nurses,
particularly staff nurses, they are afforded greater status.
During the apartheid era the opportunity for social mobility within the black
population Wasextremely limited. Nursing was one of the few avenues which
offered urbanised black women an opportunity to improve their social and
economic position and those who were able to achieve a nursing diploma were
thus afforded a .higher status. Nursing as a relatively clean and pn:~stigious
ocoupatiorr, offered black women an alternate form of employment, removed
from the performance of menial and often degrading occupations such as
domestic employment and street sweeplnn.
In South Africa the status improvements which nurses enjoy may explain Why
they don't see other blacks beneath them as equals, Their newly acquired
status level which leads to great respect within the community serves to
divide them.frorn others leading to an "us" and "them" ethos. Having elevated
themselves from the vast majorlty of people despite social injustices and the
unequal opportunities that have existed in South .Atrlca, they may find it
difficult to identify with lower level workers. The divide is not racial in
character as they are all black and share a slmllar culture, heritage of
poverty and class deprtvatlori, yet the prestige that their credentials afford
them may lead to an awareness of elevated status.
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In recent years there are indications that nursing is ready to move into the
status ot profession. More emphasis on the quality and quantity of education
has been laid. Recently nursing educators have in fact sought to make a
distinction between the technical (assistant) and the professional nurse, a
distinction based largely on education.
Technical nurses find themselves in an Invidious position, not sufficiently
elevated to enjoy the status adulation that professional nurses enjoy. yet
~.'•. '<ad higher than non-medical workers because of their modest degree of
credential ism. They represent a "swing" group in social terms looking away
from unskilled workers, no longer able to identify with their plight
yet at the same time aspi ring to the elevated status levels enjoyed by
professional and staff nurses.
2.3 THE SOCiAI",_ORGANISATlON OF A. MODERN HOSPITAL
The hospital may be viewed as a large-scale organisation. and as such
displays characteristics of a bureaucratic structure and function. ihese
characteristics include a hierarchical power structure, emphasis on efficiency
and a specialised division of labour.
However the hospital has some special features that make it resistant to the
development of a typical bureaucratic organisation. Firstly, there is an
extensive division of labour and much specialisation In the hospital. Almost
every worker is dependent on other hospital workers for the "')rmanc0 of
their roles, and workers within the hospital can se, function
independently. If the organisation is to function efflolentlv, the smooth
management and integration of these skills must be iritiated and each part
must function effectively with other parts. Moreover, hospitals depend on
voluntary and informal variations in job desorfptlon from health care
employees and doctors, who must be able to initiate procedures and adjust
quickly to challenging situations. This cannot be accomplished by rules alone.
It is these factors that led Mauksch to comment that, "it defies all logic - but
a hospital does function" (1960:70). It is crucial to view this interdependency
of workers in relation to the divisions created by stratification.
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2.3.1 Social stratificatjon within a hospital work setting
Socialstratification and the factors that determine such stratification are much
in evidence in a hospital. The presence 01; severe stratification within the
hospital setting gives impetus and special emphasis to factors of class,
crederrtlallsm, status and social closure.
Firstly it is evident that a distinct hierarchy of workers occurs in the
hospital setting ranging from specialist surgeon, through professional and
staff nurses to assistant nurses, cleaners porters and maintenancemen. The
questlon of class and status affects hospital workers in a fundamental,way.
Blue collar workers appear to have the lowest priority in
hospitals because they are the service providers in an
organisation controlled by professionals who direct resources
largely in terms of their own interests and the interest of their
medical specialisation (Williamsand Thorpe, 1992).
In hospitals, certain occupational gl'OUps remain elite by virtue of their
lengthy and expensive training and create a 'professional' ethos about them
which demarcateswho is privileged and who is not. In contrast, unskilled
labour is easily learned and the supply of unskilled labour is plentiful, In the
health industry in particular there is a wall of professional power Whichseems
to isolate and devalue blue collar workers.
Navarro (1982) arques that in a hospital setting social power relations
determine the nature of the work process and the degree of exposure to risk
which takes place in the workplace. The social power relations which determine
the working environment also determine how the worker fits within that
environment, relates to that environment and perceives himself in relation to
fellow workers and to the controllers and managers of that environment.
Gersuny (1981) has also polnted out that the distribution ot risk is also
unequal,"as risk falls disproportionately on the working class including certain
ethnic groups." The service sector has a lower status than in other
organisations becausethe professional medical ideology, with its legitimation
in scientific knowledge accentuates social distance more sharply. The
power/knowledge discourse of scientific medicine, with its claim to superior
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knowledae and status, subordinates those V"ithout access to l:HiS discourse and
consequently cements a form of social closure.
The power of medical staff is based not only on claims to expert knowledge
but on two additional factors: their social status deriving from the nature of
their position in society, and because of their healing powers which have
historically imbued doctors with an aura of superiority. Therefore status is
not only based on technical skills and training, but from the nature of the
work which is highly valued and respected in its own right (Williams and
Thorpe, 1992).
Furthermore, both doctors and professional nurses occupy a power position
within hospitals by Virtue of their place in the bureaucratic hierarchy. II"I
addition to their status supertorlty, they usually have formal authority over
non-medical workers, a position Which probably further cements previous
forms of social closure. The intersection of class and status superiority
together with bureaucratic authority greatly enhances their posltlon of power,
Because a long period in higher education is necessary for qualification, and
because professionals belong to national and even international bodies who
define the nature of their tasks, professional expertise cannot easily be
reduced to bureaucratic duties. When professionals are employed within large
organisations, they do not fit neatly within the hierarchy of authority as they
are uttlr.tately accountable not to the top bureaucracy, but to their protessfon.
Furthermore, they usually have more autonomy in their work than others in
the middle and lower levels of organisations. To a large extent, they stand
outside the bureaucratic hierarchy as an entity on their own, not accountable
to work place structures, nor accountable for the functioning of those whose
skills they u~, and direct.
In order to understand the patterns of interaction within the hospital, one has
to recognise that it has a rigid system of social, professional and authoritarian
stratification. In particular, there is a definite and well-orcanlsed hierarchy
of prestige within the hospital. Each job's status is ranked in terms of its
value to the hospital, the difficulty of t~~ework performed and its related
prestige. Each 'status level' is then differently rewarded according to its
judged value.
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The status system within the hospital is displayed in a number of ways, from
the respectful and courteous behaviour exhtblted towar-t the doctors, to the
clothes each hospital worker wears, with pins, badges and lapels displaying
each person's prestige and status within the occupational structure.
Administrative personnel may wear bUS'718SB Clothing with a marne badge
specifying their position, whereas doctors display their ...superior status with
their white jackets and the symbolic stethoscope dangling from the neck or
pocket,
Wessen (1950) studied lnteractlon between ward personnel in a largs private
general hospital in the USA to see how this is associated with stratification
lines. He observed that 01'1 the ward there are five levels of personnel and
found that rigid lines are drawn between status groups which strictly
maintain social distance. For example, observation of seating patterns in the
hospital cafeteria confirmed the separation by occupational status. Each
occupational status usually has its place in the dining room, and members seat
themselves with one another according to this spatial pattern, The prestige
implications of this self-Imposed segregation are obvious.
?3.2 ..J!oct.ors an~L
The prestige. presumed value and scientific knowledge of the doctors make
their status the most highly rewarded and most powerful. The doctors occupy
the apex 1,';Ifprestige. privilege and power within the hospital setting while all
other work performed in the hospital is less esteemed and has lower status.
The doctor's relatlonsblp to the hospital bureaucracy is a strange one, not
found in any other social organisations. At least in the community hospital,
consultant doctors are seldom regarded as employees. Nevertheless, the
doctors can literally ass;...'l1econtrol over the work activities of almost all the
other employees of the hospital. cor-suttant doctors tend to be regarded as
'guests' who h.a\'e been given the right to use the hospital's services and
resources, Without consultant doctors as an invited members of the medical
staff', the hospital cannot function. This gives the doctor a very special and
powerful place within the life of the hospital.
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studies have indicated that some hospital personnel, especially ad., .Istrators
and non-medical workers, charge tbat doctors sIjoW little concern and are
relatively uninformed about most aspects of the hospital's functions and
organisation. They generally do not have as good an understanding of the
problems and needs of other health workers within the hospital a~:others have
about the doctor's own needs and work. However, this does not mean that the
doctors do not have an interest in the fate of the hospital at which they
work. Doctors give much time and expertise to the success of the hospital as
the hospital often serves as a convenient al'H'.lspecialised extension of the
consultant doctors's office. Clearly the doctor is seen as the head of the
group to whom all other workers are responsible.
2.3.3 Nurses afl101their sta~lns
Relationships between nurses M different educational levels and other workers
is a source of friction in hospitals. Ambiguities in duties, prestige differences,
and role definitions create difficulties for nurses, In particular, professional
nurses resent being asked to perform menial tasks they consider beneath
them.
Although in recent times there have been changes in the conception of women,
the medical profession and hospital roles still reflect an image of the nurse
as being dependent on the advice, counsel, and the h'.;!lp of the doctor. The
perceived prestige C');f nurses in the hospital Is lower in relationship to their
actual educational background. Even today, the fact that nursing is basically
a female-dominated occupation continues to have a profound effect on the
treatment of nurses,
2.~~.4 t.ower-level hospitt'il wor~(ers and thai r lack of status
Immediately below the proteeslonal nurse, in terms of prestige, are the
assistant nurses, who receive less prestige than do doctors and professional
nurses because the medical care that they give is viewed as less SCientifically
skilled. In other words, practical nurses do not require the breadth or depth
of formal training required of professional nurses and doctors. Similarly,
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porters and cleaners require even less training and fewer skllls than practical
nurses, and are usually classified as unskilled workers. Nursing asslstants,
cleaners, porters and maintenance workers are at the bottom of the hospital's
occupational hierarchy. As r-reidson (1970) has rioted, these workers are poorly
paid, basically unskilled or untrained Iabourers who perform the dirtiest
hospital work. They understandably have none of tt"aQ professional orientation
of other occupations.
Some hospitals attempt to provide training programs for their lower-level
workers. feldman (1977) comments, however, that such programs do not
accernpllsh what hospital admlnlstrators intend because they do not help
workers communicate better nor do they motivate them with some ideal
standard of work. A positive outcome of these programs is to raise the general
work satisfaction level, which reduces the problem of turnover. Nonetheless,
research has indicated that idese lower-level employees receive low pay. have
very low job commitment, turnover and absenteeism are extremely high, while
most workers feel apathetic and alienated as they have no cppcrtunltj) for
advancement (Etzioni,1975).
In essence, the internal hierarchy of medical care workers if? based on how
ear-h category of worker has been trained and has little to do with factors
such as length of time employed l.nd experlence. The amount of prestige
afforded each worker in turn depends on the amount of training, particularly
scientific training, he or she has received and the amount of responsibility
associated with their jobs.
gcl.5 Two lines of authority within the hospital
Just like any other organisation, the hospital has a formal authority structure
and bureaucracy that enables it to work efficiently. What is interesting about
hospital bureaucracies and their authority structures however, ~~that instead
of having the one traditional line of authority within the bureaucratic
structure, hospitals have two lines of authority.
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This dual line of authority consists of an administrative division and a medical
division (Smith. 1958). The reason for the existence of the two lines of
authority emergesfrom the special nature of professional autonomy which has
to be granted to doctors within the hospital (Freidson, 1970).
The doctors enjoy an elevated position of authority because of their prestige
and ultimate responsibility far patients. in theoretical bureaucratic terms,
doctors are subordinates to the superintendent of the hospital. In the
practical sense however, doctors direct the superintendent and ~!~those below
them when it comesto medical matters. This duality in authority often gives
rlse to conflict and problems in hospital administration.
In effect what happens is that the formal bureaucratic author'lty structure
serves only as a framework for the day-to-day running of the hospital. When
doctors are confronted with a medical situation, to ensure the fulfilment of the
hospital's ultimate goal of restoring health to the patient, doctors wield
ultimate authority, and the day-to-day formal lines of responslbilltv may be
nulllfled or overridden. Hospitals therefore tend to have a "doctor dominated"
authority structure.
This unique bureaucracy which is found in the hospital has been labelled by
Goss (196"', 1963)as a "advisory bureaucracy", aoss focuses on the fact that
in a traditional administrative bureaucracy, the consulting staff act as
technical specialists, advlsing management of the advantages and
disadvantages of each situation and the possible outcome of various decisions
prior to managementmaking a decision. However, in advisory bureaucracies
such as exists in a hospital. rnedlcal staff who possessand wield the authority
to make ail decisions which are directly related to Issues of patients care and.
medical emergencies have to be consulted. As a result, in an advisory
bureaucracy, the role of the formal managementis reduced to providing the
ways and meansfor the successful execution of the doctor's orders. In the
hospital, the medical staff tends to direct the al.. ivity of the hospital
personnel, while the administrative staff's functions are restricted to devlslnq
the most efflolen ..an j economical ways of meeting the demandsof the doctors.
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As medical technology advances and the sheer volumeof work increaseswithin
hospitals with an ever growing clamour for medical services, the task of the
administration of hospitals becomes increasingly difficult, In particular, the
medical care industry in South Africa today faces increasing pressures of
cost-containment and fiscal responsibility. The hospital administrators must be
sure that operating revenue is available and that the daily expensesare kept
to a minimum. Lcgically it could be asserted that within the framework of
fiscal deficiency, the authority of doctors would be diminished. However,
Georgopoulos and Mann (1972) feel that doctors remain a strong second
authority within the hospital, maintaining their dominance.Three reasons are
cited. Firstly, doctors are not employees of the hospital, but actually its
truest customer in that this is where they most often practice medicine.
Secondly, doctors continue to have very high social standing within society,
allowing them considerable advantage. Flnaliy, becausethey are the medical
professionals, physicians have the ultimate authority in strictly medical
matters (Georgopoulosand Mann, 1972).This imbues doctors with what Weber
refers to as "charismatic authority". This kind of authority represents an
authority which a person exercises by reasonof having a set of followers who
attribute special powers to him by virtue of which he is held somewhat in
awe. One of the primary characteristics of charisma is that it defies
administrative regulation. Possessorsof charisma resist being encompassedin
bureaucratic organisation. It is, in Weber'sterms, 'the unusual problemof the
hospital': the hospital has an administrative structure which must contain and
regulate charismatic professional persons who are defiant of lay regulation.
"thus, both administrators and doctors are authorltatlve figures, but for
different and often conflicting reasons.
The strain produced within the bureaucracy is most acutely felt by the
nurses. The reasonsfor this is that the nurse is In a sltuatlon of "multiple-
subordination" (Henry, '1954). First, the nurse's function is an extension of
what the doctor does, and is subordinate in the medical hierarchy. As such,
the nurse's task is to aid the doctors wherever possible, which may be
translated as doing what ~hedoctor tells you to do when the doctor tells you
to do it. Clearly, in the medloal hierarchy, the nurse is subordinate to the
doctor and must carry out the orders the doctor issues. On the other hand,
the nurse is subordinate to the administrator I who is technically the 'boss'
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of the hospital and, as such, makes the decisions concerning hiring, firing and
salaries, and must promote an efficient operation as directed by management.
Other employees of the hospital are also affected by this duality. Most
cleaners, porters and maintenance people have highly routine tasks that
ordlnar lly are followed without problem. But when the doctor demands that the
rules be broken, such 'lower-level' workers are powerless to resist.
2.3.6 Problems created by stratification iinefi
The rigid stratification in the hospital has several consequences. Firstly, there
is difficulty in communication and interaction between the various status
levels. Secondly, informal groups, often based on hospital occupation position,
tend to develop, Thirdly, there are overlapping areas of authority in which
some workers are unsure of their position relative to others in the hierarchy.
Finally, the lines emphasise blocked mobility, Which affect commitments to the
faci Iity and its goals.
Smith (1958) notes that specialisation found in hospital 'Nork tends to I:;;ock
advancement f~')i'" both nurses and lower-level workers. O/(leway for hospital
employees to G<.dval1ceis for an occupational group to assume the functions of
the next higher status and to relegate more odious duties to those below them;
for example, nurses Of' a treatment team give bedpan jobs to nursing
asstetants. If nurses can shed the tasks that are clearly non-professional in
nature, perhaps some small movement upward in the stratification system will
be a result, but major shifts are not possible.
It r~l ,~.robable that a major reason for the high worker turnover in hospitals
has to do with this blocked mobility. There is no on-the-job training for a
better position in the hospital, and there is relatively little room for
advancement between ranks. Without leaving the system, obtaining more
education, and then returning in a different status altoqether, nurses and
lower-level employees have no way to rise above the confines of the status
for which they were originally hired. Consequently, those workers not
committed to the goals of the facility tend to leave it, seeking other work,
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Studies have indicated that at least one-third of observed resignation among
staff nurses are reported to result from job dissatisfaction (McClos!<y,1915),
A more recent study indicated that three-fourths of those who contemplated
leaving their jobs madethe decisions becauseof work rather than becauseof
personal reasons (seybolt, 1978)Weisman,Alexander and Chase (1981) found
that job satisfaction was the most important determinant of whether a nurse
would contemplate or intend to leave the job. Autonomy in work was one of
the most significant factors in job satisfaction.
With rigid stratification and the conflicting ideologies of members of the
hospital work force, it is not surprising to find that communication is difficult
among the various statuses. Three essential elements for good communication
are lacking: adequate channels of communication between all membersof the
hospital workforce, agreement on goa.lsand meansto achieve those 90als, and
clear role responsibilities and authority for all positions (Wessan,1958).
Given these problems, communication generally takes place between members
of the~$ame occupational groups and conversely, the greater the social
distance betweengroups, the less communicationbetween these groups. Most
communication between the groups moves downward in the stratification
system, with the nurse tending to operate as a mediator between groups.The
consequences of social stratification within the hospital workforce and the
resulting lack of communication between the different strata has serious
implications for the dissemination of knowledae about AIDS.
Nurses are expected to pass on the knowledge they possess about AIlJS to
lower level workers but because they attempt to block mobility and fail to
identify with unskilled workers, it is doubtful whether such communtcatlon
would exist. The same lack of downward communication about AIDS is also
likely to occur from doctors to nurses as doctors see their needs concerning
AIDS prevention as being unique and lacking commonality of purpose with
other hospital workers.
As each group holds themselves responsible for no one but themselves, they
may feel no need to establish channels of communicationabout AIDS and may




This chapter has reviewed howsocial stratification within society comesabout
and how it is reflected in a hospital setting. Much of the stratification that
occurs in the hospital originates from the power-knowledge of scientific
medicine with its claim to superior knowledgeand status. These factors tend
to subordinate those without access to such i<nowledge,cementing a form of
social closure more total than those found in most work situations. It has
demonstrated how class boundaries are ri.gidly adhered to and protected bv
an aura of professionalism Which seeks to exclude other workers from
positions of status; upward social mobility is thus inhibited in a hospital
setting. Each class of worker is left in a position of having to defend his
class or status identity resulting in a lack of cohesion in the hospital
workforce. Factors of differences in educational and language background
together with the legacy of apartheid which has deprived black workers of
educational, economicand social opportunity may widen the rifts created by
stratification. Within a rigidly divided I"iero society, communicationin qeneral
and the dissemination of knowledge from one stratum to another l:Jecomes
extremely difficult. This has negative implications for determining how
Information about AIDS can be madeavailable to all and particularly to low
status hospital workers. The dual authority structures which exist in hospitals
further exacerbate the problem in that the issue of who bears final
responslbltity for introduclnq AIDS programs remains iii-defined.
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CHAPTER THREE - METHODOLOGY
The objectives of research and the methods one adopts to obtain those
objectives are inextricably linked. The methodology employed in researching
this. thesis was largely determined by the sensitivitj required when probing
an issue as controversial and emotive as AIDS, and was orientated towards
obtaining relevant and in-depth knowledge. The research project that forms
the basis of this thesis was conducted in two phases. Although the aim of the
two phases differed, the same methods were utilised.
3.1 SELEGfiNG RESLARCH METHODS
The purpose of the first phase of this research project was to investigate the
depth of knowledge and the degree of awareness concerning AIDS amongst the
staff of a hospital. Also under scrutiny were the procedures that were being
adopted to prevent workers from coming into direct and unprotected contact
with AIDS, in that such contact would constitute a health threat to them.
Finally, the study wished to establish whether there is dissemination of
knowledge between hospital workers who have knowledge about AIDS, to those
workers who are deficient in t~eir knowledge of AIDS. The second phase of
the study aimed at examining which sociological and work situational factors
operate within a hospital setting to prevent the dissemination of know'rldge
between hospital workers. Such insights are regarded as being necessary in
formulating an effective AIDS prevention programme.
The two procedures adopted in this study, namely the intensive interview and
participant observation, were selected as methods for gathering the type of
information required for this study. They appeared to be particularly suited
to a study of this nature in that they could be applied to all workers at the
hospital, irrespective of their level of education and work performed, and are
a means by which good qualitative lntorrnatlon could be elicited for evaluation.
It was antler, ated that in researching AIDS, sensitive, corrtroverstal and
emotive material would be evoked requiring that a good rapport between
researcher and subject would be necessary so that complete confidentiality
could be emphasised and thereby 'reliable' information could be revealed.
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These procedures would allow for this and afford an opportunity to probe for
information rather than to evaluate static data.
The language medium used in the study was a further consideration. It was
decided to use English as the subjects were sufficiently proficient in this
language medium for the purpose of this study, although they came from
::lifferent language bacl<grounds. With diverse educational levels exlstlnq
amongst the subjects, the questions used in the interviews were phrased
simply and an attempt was made to maintain uniformity. Doctors interviewed,
to whom many of the answers seemed obvious, were found to be generally
tolerant of the simple approach used.
3.1.1 The intensiVe interView
The advantases and disadvantages of intensive interviewing were taken into
consideration before deciding whether or not it was the most appropriate
method for this partlcular study.
There are numerous strengths to the intensive interview. These include a
smaller chance that the interviewer and the interviewee would misunderstand
one another during an lntervtew. This was particularly important as subjects
have different language backgrounds and clarification of some terminology was
necessary. The same question could 00 asked in a variety of different ways
if there was any doubt as to the responden cs' comprehension. If an
interviewee's response seemed to be inconsistent, the interviewer could probe
the response. In doing so, valuable information could be brought to the fore.
An example of this was a question set to examine whether the interviewee was
aware of the 'window period'. The question asks, 'When a person contracts
HIV, is it possible to immediately detect if he/she has contracted the disease?'.
If the interviewee answered yes, a probing question followed to ascertain
whether the worker understood the concept of latency - 'Why is this the
case?' This question was especially relevant for assistant nurses and non-
medical staff and if the original question was not understood, the question
was rephrased as follows, 'If I contracted the HIV today, and I went for a
blood test today, could the doctors tell me if I had the virus today?'
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Examples of two very sensitive and personal questions asked in the interview
were, 'Do you know of anyone on the staff of the Hospital who has the AIDS
virus?', and "DO you know of anyone who has contracted the AIDS virus while
worl<ing at the Hospital during the course of his/her duties?": On most
occasions after this question was asked, there seemed to be a moment of doubt
and uncertainty for the interviewee. This reaction was a cue to add that the
research was not concerned with the names of the people infected or the ward
that they worked in. Once this was made clear, interviewees seemed to
respond with certainty and self-assurance.
Cognisance was taken of limiting factors assootaesd wi'ch the intensive
interview. Although it is possible to minimize some of these problems, many are
the unavoidable consequence of characteristics that represent the greatest
strengths of the method. The researcher is aware of the fact that the lack of
standardisation in the data collection process makes it difficult to replicate an
intensive interview study. Problems in replicating the sampling and
interviewing procedures of the original study may mean that the reliability of
the method is low.
It is also unwise to generalise about an entire population from studies based
on intensive interviews. In general, it is difficult to standardise an interview
and control all variables. For example, even for questions asked Of all
respondents, the length of the responses varied considerably. This
lnoonelstency is due partly to differences between subjects with respect to
how much they would volunteer in response to the same question asked in
exactly HE: same way,
Even when one takes all these limitations into account, the intensive interview
can yield rich and fruitful material and was therefore selected for Ul:.e in this
study.
The type of interview utilised may be termed a 'nonscheduled standardized
interview', This describes an interview wl.ere standardised questions are
asked, but not necessarily ln the same order or fashion.
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In summary, the intensive interview was an ideal research procedure .to use
in this study due to its adaptability and its facility to probe sensitive issues
with which A!DS is associated. By means of the intensive in-::erview it was
possible to follow up ideas, probe responses and investigate motives and
feelings, something which could not have been done with a standard written
questionnaire.
3.11.2 lDetermining questions to be asked
The questions in the first phase of the study were designed to probe the
awareness and knowledge about 1\1DS and whether such knowledge is
disseminated to other workers. Research in this phase also attempted to
ascertain whether respondents were aware of the possibility of contracting
AIDS at work, whether they knew how to protect themselves at work; and if
they were aware of the protocol to be followed if they were exposed to
infected blood. Certain questions dealt with the degl·ee of stress and fatigue
in the work situation. ThIS was important to probe as stress and fatigue place
workers under additional risk of accidental infection as they are not always
able to attend to .safety procedures conslstently.
The second phase of the study involved investigating the interaction between
different workers at the hospital and more specifically the manner in which
social relationships may affect the exchange of information concerning AIDS.
The lntervlews also scrutlnlsed the respondents' attltudes and beliefs in
regard to the role of status, professionalism and social differentiation within
the work situation.
certain overlapping questions were asked In both phase one and phase two
of the thesis to test the consistency of the findings of phase one. These
questions concerned hospital workers' interaction with AIDS patients and,' the
degree of AIDS education and protective equlpment received at the hospital.
The findings of phase one were found to be consistent with the findings in
phase two.
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For both the first and second phase of the thesls, a pilot study was initiated
using a protesstonal nurse, an assistant nurse and a cleaner as subjects. rhi~
was undertaken to ascertain whether the questions asked in the intensive
interviews wqukLproduce answers pertinent to lhe stud~~ The nurses and the
cleaners were randomly selected from wards which h:;JI,~t)a high exposure to
AIDS patients. This proved to be a worthwhile oxerclss as a numrN of
questions in both interview schedules were found to bt!) ambiguousand others
proved to be too technical in their wording. once this process was complete,.
the questions f(;:)r the interviews were finalised (Appendices A and B).
3.1.3 P.lrticipant observation
A second research procedure, namely partlclpant observation was adopted to
ascertain the nature of the labour process, the degree of risk involved and
procedures being (or not being) adopted to prevent workersfrom coming into
direct and unprotected contact with tr.e AIDS virus. Furthermore partlclpant
observation could also establish the degree to which interaction takes. place
between differp.nt workers at he hospital and the degree to which knowledge
resardlns AIDS is disseminated.
In the first phase of the study, it was necessary to observe if workers put
into practice what the::~knew theoretically. Correct answers may ha~~ been
given to questions asked in the in'iJensive interview, but under c.$ttain
circumstances, dangerous work procedures may be perpetuated. This could
only be learned from direct ob=ervatlon. In the second phase of the study it
was necessary to observe how factors relating to class, status and social
closure were manifest by workers in different groups.
The role adopted by the researcher followed a prooed: re Qf 'limited
interaction', Observations were first made,and these were followed up later,
when necessary, by asking questions in order to obtain clarification from
workers regarding the content of an interaction that had taken place.
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The observation and measure of sociological factors that are operating within
the hospital took place by taking note of pt.yslcal manifestations of status
(clothing, personal possession), manner of speaking and phraseology used,
recording of statements, degrees of tolerance shown by act or omission and
the actual work processes. This option was pertinent to this particular
research as certain observations were conducted in casualty departn.ents and
trauma wards where workers were very busy and immediate Intervenx.on would
have interfered with medica! treatment.
The limitations of participant observatlcn were taken into account. In a busy
hospital ward, it was extremely difficult to be aware of all interactions that
were occurring at any giVen time. Nonetheless, many valuable observations
were made. Every attempt was made to record events as ~hey actually
happened, without offering lnterpretatlon at that stage.
A list of all personnel, both medical and non-medical employed by the hospital
was requested. Each medical department was categorised, and a numerical
breakcown of specialist and medical officers within each department was
provided. This information was obtained from the supertntendent, The Chief
Nursing Service Manager provided at list of nurses at the hospital, and the
Head of Non.....Medical Staff provided a list of non-medical personnel employed.
Subjects were selected trom those wards in which . he greatest number of
AIDS patients were m,ely to be found. Subjects came from all levels of the
hierarchical structure wit.hin the hospital. However the primary focus was on
the trauma, surgical: gynaecological and medical wards as it is in these wards
that contact with AIDS becomes more probable,
Once introduced to potential subjects, it was immediately determined that tho'
had worked at the medical Inscltutlon for longer than five years. A five,wyear
cut off period Was used to ensure that all subjects had had an opportunity
to have attended AIDS education and awareness programs run by the hospital,
as well as to ensure that they had had time to integrat,e into and became a
permanent part of the workforce.
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Using the data received from the supertntendent, the Chief Nursing Services
Manager and the Head of Non-Medical Services, the number of workers to be
interviewed in each- <{slpartment of the hoapital was calculated. A proportional
number of interviews Within each category of employee was used, By using
this process, it was possible to calculate how many interviews at each level
and of each category of worker should be conducted.
?l1ase One involved a purposlve sample of 30 interviewees and Phase Two
involved a purposive sample of 4Q interviewees selected from hospital workers.
These numbers were determined by the constraints of time and resources
available to construct the research project. The limited sample size was also
due to a', deliberate attempt to conduct interviews that would yield qualitative
rather than quantltatlve data. In probIng sensitive issues such as. those
associated with AIDS, much time had to be spent with each interviewee to
elicit the required information.
In the first phase of the study, in order to obtain approximately thirty
interviews, calculations indicated that 2 specialists doctors, 2 registrars or
medical officers, 1 intern, 8 professional nurses, 5 staff nurses, 6 assistant
nurses, ? porters, 2 cleaners, 1 messenger and 1 general maintenance person
would have to be lntsrvlewed. In the second phase of the study, in order to
obtain approximately forty interviews, calculatlons indicated that 2 spacialtsts
doctors, 3 registrars or medical officers, " intern, 10 prcfessronal nurses, 7
staff nurses, a assistant nurses, 2 porters, 1) cleaners, 1 messenger and 1
general maintenance person would have to be interviewed.
These lntervlews did not Include three informal unstructured interviews which
were conducts.' A shop steward at the hospital was interviewed to gain
information {About trade union involvement. The Nursing servtce Manager in
charge of surgical and speciality departments was questioned on specific AIDS
prosrams run at the hospital, and a doctor was interviewed who had
experienced a nesdlestlck injury while attending to a patient who was HIV
positive.
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3.3 CHOOSING AN APPROPRIATE INSTITUTiON
When selecting the appropriate medical institution In which to perform this
research project, two initial criteria were taken into consideration.
Firs+.ly, the medical institution selected had to have a substantial number of
AIDS patients in its care to constitute a rtsk of infection to workers, A major
provlnolal hospital, located in central Johannesburg, met this requirement.
According! to one of the Superintendents at the Hospital, there are
approximately 15 AIDS patients in its wards at anyone time. In terms of the
size of the Hospital, this is regal"ded as a significant presence of the disease.
Secondly, the locality of the institution had to be taken into consideratton. An
urban rather than a rural setting was necessary to meet the criterion that
AIDS is currently a disease that is extremely prevalent in the urban areas of
South Africa. The hospital selected has .busy trauma, gynaecological and
surgic;;alwards in which workers are constantly exposed to HIV infection, and
serves a densely populated urban area. The hospital also had to be easily
access]ble to the researcher.
The hospital is situated in an area with a very high crime rate and during
an average weekend, treats approximately 300 victims of violent assault,
lncludlrrs stab and gunshot wounds. The prevalence of AIDS in the area,
coupled with the sheer volume of blood which 'flows' in the hospital, made it
a suitable location for the research project.
The very same institution was used as a case study ';)r both the first and
second phases of the study to provide continuity and control of variables.
~!.4 GAiNINGACCES~
In order to conduct this study, clearance had to be obtained from the
Committee for Research 011 HumanSubjects, University ,:.·f the Witwatersrand.
This requirement was necessary to ensure the confidentiality and protection
of subjects, informants and researcher.
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Permission to perform phase one of the research at the hospital was o~tained
from the Superintendent. Requirements for the research and the manner in
which sensitive ethical issues would be addressed, were presented to the
Superintendent in written form (Appem:llices C, D and E).
Due to the intervention of senior medical personnel such as the Chief Nursing
Services Manager, the Nursing Services Manager and the Superintendent,
excellent co-operation was afforded by all medical staff, and easy access .was
gained to th'7 wards and trauma units. A cordial reception was received from
non-medical staff. This was duo to the intercession Of a respected shop
steward from The National Education, Health and Allied Workers' Union
(NEHAWU). An lntroductlon from the shop steward to non-medical workers
immediately gave the research project a certain degree of legitimacy and
credibility amongst these non-medical workers.
Permission again had to be obtained from the Superintendent to initiate phase
two of the research. This was successfully completed in letter form
(Appendices F and G). Because phase one of the study was carried out at this
same hospital, the researcher was familiar with many of the medical and non-
medical staff and felt that his credibility and legitimacy as an ethical and
sincere researcher was already established due to previous interactions.
Having established a good rapport with hospital employees, the gathering of
information was made easier.
In both phases, an attempt was made to interview hospital staff in places
where they would feel most at ease. The interviews were ail held within the
hospital to retain professionalism and most often took place in hospital offices
and nurses' 'ounges. The porters were interviewed in the portera' h,wnge and
the cleaners and the messenger in the matron's office. All interviews were
performed individually with no other persons in hearing distance, encouraging
an atmosphere of full trust in which frankness would be easier.
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3.5 •RECORDING INFORMATION
A mini-pocket sized tape recorder was used in all interviews as a means of
recording information. All subjects were informed of its use prior to
consenting to be interviewed. The tape recorder did arouse suspicion in some
Interviewees. Fear of the tape recorder was commonB.mongstthe nurses and
doctors whose work ethic emphasises confidentiality. However, after it had
been explained to the doctors and nurses that the recording would be used
only to gather" Information for purposes of the research project, that it would
not be given to the administration and would be destroyed, all subjects
without exceptlon agreed to be recorded.
a.a .. ETHICAL CONS_iOERATiON~
The study does not focus on patients suffering from AIDS; nor is it concerned
with matters such as hospital workers' job performance, AIDS status, or any
other issue that could compromise an employee's position in the hospital.
However, to protect the rights of individuals and the institution studied,
numerous steps were adopted, All details of the intended study were submitted
to the Committee for Research on HumanSubjects at the University of the
Witwatersrand for approval, Purthermore, all. subjects, before being requested
to partlclpate in the study, were informed of the purpose of the study, the
anticipated consequencesand the possible benefits of the research. Subjects
were given the freedom to withdraw from the study at any til'i'1:.e.Research
participants remainedanonymous,and the nameand location of the institution
in which the research was completed have been kept confidential. Information
gather ed was kept in a place of safety. Every attempt was madenot to hinder
or d~lay the activities or the institution in which the research was being
performed.
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CBAPTER FOUR - FINDINGS
The findings of each phase of the research project will be discussed in this
chapter with reference to 'issues and concepts reviewed in the literature.
The concept of whether a work hierarchy governed by soclo-educatlonal issues
exlsts amongst workers at the hospital is considered. In relation to this, three
issues are explored: namely, who is at risk of AIDS infection at the Hospital,
the degree of knowledge and awareness of AIDSamongst hospital workers and
why certain workers are knowledgable about AIDS and other are net, It is
further suggested that the knowledge Which some workers possess is not
necessarily shared or "disseminated" to other workers. If this is true the
second phase of the research project will attempt to explain the non-
dissemination of AIDS knowledge in terms Of 50';iologioal concepts. Issues of
stratification in relation to class, status, social mobility and cultural and
language divides are investigated and it will be determined whether practices
of exclusivity and social closure operate between hospital workers. Finally, the
manner in which these influence the dissemination of knowledge will be
investigated.
PHASE ONE - AIDS AS AN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH RISi( TO HOSPlTAL WORKERS:
AN INVESTIGATION OF EDUCATION, AWARENESS AND PREVENTATIVE
MEASURES
4.1 . THE HIERARCHY OF.WORKERS WlTHIi'(THE HOSPITAL AN,!) THEIR i;XPOSURE
TO AIDS
An enquiry into the nature of the work performed at the hospital revealed
that there are different categories of worker arranged accordlna to a
hierarchy refleoting the different duties and goal orientations of hospital
workers. These correspond to the training, knowled9~, skills and oredenttals
which they possess. It becomesapparent that hospital workers can broadly
be categorised as belonging to the following groups - doctors, nurses and
non-msdlcal workers. The degree of exposure to AIDS depends on the nature
of the work each performs, the knowledge they possess about the virus and
the means whioh they have to protect themselves from Infectlon,
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A NUMERiCAL i3RIEA1<OOWNOF STAFF EMPLOYED



















Messengers, ....... , 4
Maintenance........ 2
TOTAL: 1386 100%----~~~-----------------------------
For the purposes of this research project the hierarchy of workers within the
hospital will be addressed in terms of doctors, nurses and non-medical
workers, as each represerrtc a catesorv of hospital worker.
4.1.1 Doctors
Highly qualified medical specialists such as surneons, gynaeGologists and
anaesthetlsts represent the upper level of the Hospital's occupational
hierarchy. Included in tr.:'" category are medical officers, registrars and
interns. They are the group of workers who are most exposed to r isk of AIDS
infection as they operate, suture and take blood, which constantly requires
them to be in contact with blood, TIHiV \M~~!'1<_ '",'lith shar'p Instruments like
needles and blades, exposing themselves to injury in the presence of infected
blood.
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The doctors interviewed were all white and belonged to the upper class
structures of society. 4\11of the doctors attended 'white' government schools
or private schools, where classes had on average been between 20 to 30
pupils. All of the doctors had an extensive sci..sntlflo background as they had
studied science as a matriculation subject, followed by considerable study of
sclentlfic concepts aver the six years they had taken to train as doctors.
From observation and questtons put to them it becameapparent that their
scientific training h~;sprepared them for understanding the nature of AIDS
infection, routes of transmission and methods to protect themselves from
infection. They had at their disposal, all the necessary equipment to deal with
possible infection: gloves, aprons, masks and shoe covers. However outsj~.e
surgeries and operating theatres, doctors do not take all the precautions
possible. Doctors and interns working under stress in the emergency units
and those suffering from fatigue after being on duty for 30 or 40 hours,
sometimesforget to take the necessary precautions to avoid AIDS infection.
It was clear that work stress resulted in laxity of procedure in putting into
practice knowledgeof AIDS, An interview with an intern at the hospital clearly
revealed the dangers:
One never knows which patients are HIV positive and which ones are
not. WhenI amfresh and alert, I can think about what I amdoing and
take the necessary precautions. But AIDS scares me when I .am tired.
WhenI have to take blood or put up a drip for a patient who I suspect
to be HIV positive, I am scared stiff. I will be shaking I am so tired.
Another Intern who had worked very long and stressful hours, was observed
taking blood from patients and labelling the tubes for laboratory analysis
without wearing gloves. This occurred minutes after an interview in which she
stated that gloves wera worn at all times. The intern also had what looked to
be dry blood allover her forearms, but seemedtoo tired and in too much of
a hurry to thlnk about it. Doctors' work stress, particularly in emersency:
rooms resulted in some degree of laxity as regards protection from AIDS
infection as they dropped syringes and swabs onto the floor. Their concern
for their patients seemeduppermost in their minds, and self protection was
accorded lester Importance.
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However, it is the very nature of the work performed by doctors, interns and
registrars which places them at constant risk of Infectlcn. An interview was
performed with a pathologist working at the Hospital WrlO had experienced a
needlestick injury while working with a patient. This doctor stated that the
patient moved suddenly when he was working on him with a needle. He did
not attribute his needlestlck injury to the stress and fatigue of long working
hours, but rather to the hazards involved when doctors perform medical
procedures which involve sharp instruments (Appendix H).
This situation was also highlighted by a surgeon:
I always double glove when I operate, but sometimes during
certain operatlors, J loose sight of my hands and rely solely on
the sensitivity of touch. This forces me to remove one pair of
gloves which places me at a greater risk of HIV infection, but it
has to be done in order to perform such procedures.
A doctor in the gynaecological ward described his experience:
There are times when you have to take a person's pulse when
taking blood from an artery. Sometimes with old or fat people I
cannot feel the pulse through the gloves so I take off the glave
from the hand I am ~ulsating with in order to draw the bioed
successfully.
4:1.2 Nurses
Nurses are rigidly separated into three categories within the hospital's
hierarchical structure. These sub ...categories are determined by their level of
training and the amount of responsibility which they assume. Nurses are all
clearly aware and are constantly reminded of their place in the hierarchy as
different coloured lapels are worn on their uniforms which distinguish
professional, staff and assistant nurses from one another.
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Professional nurses find themselves beneath the doctors on the hierarchlce'
i.
order. NUI"5?eswithin the sample were all black and were from lower middle-
class income groups. All nurses interviewed had attended 'black' government
(or Bantu education) schools. Their classes had on average between 65 and 80
pupils. One assistant nurse stat' that she .iad had 115 People in her class
in her Standard Eight year.
After having matriculated, professional nurses had attained four years of
specialised training at various nursing training colleagues around Southern
Africa. Staff nurses are less qualified, having trained for two years after
,
matriculation. Assistant nurses do not have to attain any particular schooling
standard but are required to complete a six month nursing course before
worl<ing in a hospital.
All the nurses in the hospttal work within a clinical environment where they
are constantly exposed to blood and bodily secretions. Professional and staff
nurses perform medical procedures in the casualty unit (and in the general
nursing wards of the hospital and often work with needles when putting up
drips and g.iving injections. These nurses therefore run a greater risk of
infection than do assistant nurses who do not perform any medical procedures.
However, due to their superior training and scientific knowledge, professional
and staff nurses appear to be in a better position to take precautionary
measures against AIDS infection, than are lesser qualified assistant nurses.
They were keenly aware of the dangers of AIDS infection and appeared to
take sufficient precautionary measures. A senior professional nurse reflected
on her dal Iy contact with blood.
I believe that every person that has a job works with certain tools and
materials, and these tools and materials could harm them. i am a
professional nurse and the tools that I work with everyday like the
needles, cause me to W~Il"!< with material like blood. I know about AIDS,
and I know that I have to be careful.
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The professional and staff nurses are generally not faced with the extreme
work pressure that doctors face, except those nurses who work in the
emergency unit. Nurses' work-pace is slower, although their working hours
are long. Nurses have to work 40 hours a week. This Is usually divided into
three shifts from tam to 7pm, with one half-day shift and three days off duty.
Night duty is assigned to nurses on a rotation basis, with each nurse
performing night duty for 3 to 4 months a year.
Assistant nurses have no medical duties but are concerned with bedside
nursing. Nonetheless the assistant nurses also come into frequent contact with
blood and other bodily fluids at the hospital, partlcularty when worl<ing in
gynaecological wards. An assistant nurse working in a gynaecological ward
described her duties:
Well I have to help the other nurses with the patients. I do see [come
into contact with] a lot of bloo« because I am dressing the wounds of
the patients and changing the sanitary pads for them in the ward. Many
times there is also blood in the bedpans of the patients which I have
to change. I also help treat the women who have had the abortlons on
the street - they are bleeding a lot.
4.1.3 Non-medical staff
The non-medical workers at the hospital represent the lowest level of the
hierarchy, and fill numerous job categories. All non-medical staff at this
particular hospital were black people coming from low income family
backgrounds. Non-medical workers are divided into four basic categories and
require no specific educational training or level of schooling to perform their
duties. All of the non-medlcat staff interviewed attended 'black' government
(or Bantu education) schools and had had no education in the solsnces.
The porter's responsibility is to transport patients xrcund the hospital, as
well as to remove corpses from wards and emerseney rooms. Cleaners are
responsible for the cleanliness of the wards, sluice rooms, surgeries, and
casualty units. Messengers transport blood samples and products to and from
the hospital wards to laboratories. General maintenance men see to the general
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up-keep of the hospital. All these non-medical workers come into contact with
blood at a certain stage in their work. and run the risk of infection.
The cleaners interviewed, who worked in the emergency room, reported
frequent contact ;_~at.ith bloody waste material and used needles. One ot. the
cleaners describe<;.ithe emergency room and ber duties there:
The blood is on the floors and on the walls. Sometimes the
doctors use the kleenex or the gauze and because it is an
emergency they just throw it down on the floor. They also use
injections with needles on the patient to try and save them and
throw those down. The kleenex an" gEj,uzeis full of blood and the
injection are also. I must go and pick up the gauze atrd kleenex
and the injection and throw them away in that box and then I
must clean the blood.
Interviews such as these highlighted the cleaners' frequent exposure to blood
during their work as well as their ignorance concerning AIDS at the hospital.
The cleaner has obviously been told by a doctor or nurse to place all bloody
materials in a box. When questioned further, it became apparent that the
cleaner was unaware of the reason for placing this material in a special waste
disposal container.
A porter described coming into contact with blood:
Blood gets onto the chairs [wheelchairs] and onto the stretchers quite
a lot, especially w~~n [patients from] casualty and with the women with
the abortions.
The maintenance man interviewed also came into contact with blood when
unblocking drains in the casualty and surgery wards. He explained his
experience.
I put my hands right into the basins to get the plunger down
close to the hoie to unblock it. Sometimes the basin is full of
water mixed with blood, but I wash mv hands after.
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It Wl3l.S clear that non-medical workers did not have the necessary equipment
to protect themselves from infection. The maintenance man worked without
gloves when unblocking. bloody drains, Although given gloves to wear. he did
not appear to understand the necessity for wearing them. It was also clear
that he knew very little about AI DS and how it is contracted. This was
revealed. when the he stated that he believed he would be protected from
lnfectlon- by washing his hands after coming into direct contact with a basin
full of blood. !t must bel stressed that ignorance with regards to the threat
of exposure to AIDS could mean death,
Intervrewees were ~',ked whether they knew of anyone at the Hospital who had
a needlestick injury or other accidental cc- tlict with the virus. This question
revealed the presence of a high incidence of needlestlck lnjur les at the
hospital. Doctors and professional nurses were most at I"isk in this reg!ard.
An intern who was interviewed revealed that she knew of two fellow interns
who have had nesdlestick injuries from HIV patients. The intern added:
Tney [the interns] are not sure whether they are [HIV] positive or not
as both accidents only happened a week ago.•.they were both wearing
gloves but the needle went straight through.
A staff nurse reported that an intern had contracted the virus while at work.
There was a young intern in the hospital about two years ago that
contracted AI DS here at work. Hls name was ***. He pricked himself
with a needle in the ward when he was working wi I an AIDS patlen-
I received his results, He used to come everyday and ask me for his
results and I saw when it came that he was HIV positive. I do know
that many other doctors knew about it because they told him to go for
the AIDS test when he pricked himself.
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A senior professional nurse openly discussed a fellow nurse whomshe believed
had contracted HIV from a needlestlok injury and subsequentty died, The
Senior Nurse explained that;
The nurse never returned to work after she pricked herself with
the needle. The day I went to go to see her at her place, it was
a pathetic situation. From my experience I could see that it was
clearly full blown AIDS. The Hospital said she had carcinoma of
the stomach but I did not believe this.
There was also a low level of awareness amongst the non-medical staff that
accidental infection is a possibility in the course of their work at i:h~.;hospital.
It was observed that many of the workers such as the cleaners, messengers
and m<;1i~,tenancemen who come into contact with potentially contaminated
needles and other sources of infection, often have cuts and abrasions on their
hands caused b'~1the very nature of their work. Theseworkers are in fact at
considerable risk of infection. They only sometimeswear protective glbves, and
did not know why the hospital authorities have inslsted on this.
4.1.5 SummatiOl:1
The findings reveal that a hierarchy of workers exlsts in the hospital
determined by the skills each worker possessesand the nature of the job
performed. With the exceptlon of people who hold administrative posts, it was
noted that within the hierarchy, the degree of risk involved to each category
of worker varied according to the nature of the work which each performed.
However,each and every category of worker within the hospital runs the risk
of exposure to infection. It was clear from observation in the workplace that
all workers in the sample selected had contact with blood and/or body
secretion at some stage during the labour process, irrespective of the level
in the hierarchical structure in which they worked. The possibility at" HIV
infection is therefore constantly present, and a rlsk to most workers within
the hospital. A number of workers have been directly exposedto the virus by
accidental contact with blood or in needlestlck injuries.
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4.2 THE DEGREE OF KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF AiDS AMONGST. HOSPiT At
}yORKERS
It is a basic premise that the ability to deal with the risk of AIDS infection
is based on each individual's knowledue about the virus and the precautionary
measures that are available to him. It has been established that most workers
at the hospital are at risk of AIDS infection. The following section will explore
the level of AIDS awareness and understanding amongst hospital workers as
it pertains to different categories of workers, Questions were asked to
ascertain how much knowledge workers had about AIDS and if they were at
risk of infection.
4.2.1-. Workers' understanding of how AiDS is transmitteq
Worl<ers were asked how they believed AI DS could be transmitted in a. hospital
sf)tting. The responses are detailed in the table below:







Doctors/Interns 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (O%)
Professional &. 13 (100%) 10 ("17%) d (23.%) 0 (0%)
Staff l\!ul"ses
Assistant Nurses 6 (100%) 3 (50%) 3 (50%) 0 (0%)
Non-medical W.:Jrkers 6 ("100%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 5 (83%)
Total 30 (100%) 18 (60%) 7 (23%) 5 (17%)
The table confirms that all doctors had adequate knowledge of the manner in
which AIDS is transmitted in the hospital work environment. It is important
to note that although 10 of the 13 professional and staff nurses lntervlewed
had adequate knowledge of the manner in which AIDS is transmitted in the
hospital work environment, three nurses had partial knowledge of the manner
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in which AIDS is transmitted. They were staff nurses who have received less
scientific education than professional nurses in their training.
Fifty percent of the Assistant Nurses had adequate knowledge on how AIDS
is spread in the Hospital, while 5 out of 6 of non-medical workers interviewed
had no knowledge of the manner in which they could be infected in the
course of their work activities. When asked if she knew how she could
contract AIDS at the hospital, a cleaner who worked in emergency replied, "I
am not really sure how I can get this, but it is not important for me because
r am not a nurse or a doctor; they are the ones who must know this",
,I' !..~.2 Workers' knowledge regan:Hng the difference between HIV and AIDS
mtervlewees were asked if there was a difference between HIV and AIDS. This
question reveals the ability to understand complex concepts relating to latency
periods and infectiousness. Understandably, a person without a basic grasp
of science and having less than a high school level of education, would find
it difficult to comprehend the intricate aspects of the AIDS condition. Again
all doctors and interns knew the difference. Although 10 out of 12 professional
and staff nurses were aware of the difference between HIV and AIDS and gave
correct answers, many gave lengthy drawn out explanations which indicated
a lack of clear comprehension. A example of this was an answer given by a
professional nurse:
HIV is the virus which a person has got. Let's say that a doctor will
tell you that you are have HIV; that means that you have that germ of
AIDS. But when the HIV is dominant it does not mean that you have
AIDS. When the HIV becomes active, we then say you have got AIDS. So
a person can be HIV, but they are not sick.
The remaining 3 nurses (one professional and two staff nurses) had partial
knowledge of the difference between HIV and AtOP. Only 21:)ut of 6 assistant
nurses and 1 out of 6 non-medical workers had partlal knowledge of tl'~e
difference. An example of a response which was classified as partial knowledae
was given by an assistant nurse. This nurse could not elaborate on the
differences between HIVand AIDS but was aware ·..hat, "HIV is the first part
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and AIDS is the final thing", The remaining assistant nurse and non-medical
workers had either wrong information or did not know the difference between
HIV and AIDS. A porter was convinced that:
It's all the samething. I have heard of this word but it's just the more
difficult way of saying AIDS, That's the word that the doctors and
nurses are us ,9 all the time. My friends never say that word when
they talk about AIDS.
Intervlewees' awareness of the 'window period' was also assessed. The
existence of the window period implies that precautionary measures have to
be taken constaetly as it is not possible to know which patients are
potentially infective. All doctors and the intern were aware of the WIi"ldow
period, and 7 out of 13 Professional and Staff Nurses lntervlewed knew about
it. A ProfessionalNurse who w»: uncertain about the window period responded
to the question by saying:
I amnot clear on this. I know that if you prick yourself with a needle
you go to casualty and they take blood for a test, But I am not sure
when you can tell if you have caught the disease. I'm sure it takes a
few days or so.
Not one assistant nurse or non-medical worker could begin to explain the
window period. Even with considerable prompting, it becameclear that these
hospital workers were unaware that the window period existed,
4.2.4 Workers' knowledge of prophylactic measures
Interviewees were asked how they could avoid contracting AIDS in the
workplace. As expected, the highly educated doctors as well as 10 out of the
13 professional and staff nurses interviewed, had the I<nowledgeto protect
themselves from contracting the disease. These hospttal workers knew that
they should avoid direct contact with blood and other bodily fluids. They
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stated that they wore s~oves when attending to patients and disposed of
bloody materials and 'sharps',
However, only 2 out of the 6 Asslstant Nurses had adequate knowledge of
precautionary measures, while 4 out of the 6 of the non-medical workers
interviewed had no knowledge on how to protect themselves. It must be
pointed out that all non...medical hospltal workers were instructed to weal"!
gloves while at: work, but the majority of these workers did not know Why
they had to wear them.
4.2.5 Knowing that .1\IOS is a potentially fatal disease
Intervlewees were asked if there was a cure fo: AIDS. All med.cal workers, ie
doctors and nurses, knew that there was no cure. However, 2 out df the 6
non-medical workers were not sure of the answer while another 2 non-medical
workers interviewed believed that there is a cure. A cleaner stated clearly
that she believed that there is a cure:
I hear many stories about people getting better from thi~ AIDS disease.
One man at my home in Soweto said that his uncle who had t~is disease
went to see a doctor in Lesotho, and he is now better. I think that if
I get it [AI DS] I will also go to Lesotho.
This indicated that non-medical workers have not fully understood the degree
of risk to which they are exposed.
4.2.6 Summation
It would appear that all of the doctors, interns and professional nurses
understand AIDS and are aware of the dangers it poses to them at work.
However, certain staff nurses, most assistant nurses and non-medical workers,
do not have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the virus and the
threat it poses to them in the workplace. Furthermore, and a most sinister
finding was that not all workers understand that AIDS is a fatal disease.
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4.3 THE ACQUISITION OF AIDS INFORMATION BY HOSPiTAL WORKERS:
WHY J\RlE CEijTAIN WORKERS KNOWLEDGABLE AND OTHERS ~OT?
This section explores the reasons why certaln hospital workers understand
i·'·;
AIOS and are aware of the dangers it poses to them at work, while others do
not have 'surrtclent knowledge and understanding of the vi rus,
Doctors and interns said that they had acquired their knowledge 'from lectures
attended, medical journals and publications. The interns had also taken a
course at medical school pertaining to the virus while the older doctors
mentioned that they had also acquired their knowledgethrough dfscue slon and
interaction with fellow doctors.
Professional, staff and assistant nurses stated that they had received their
knowledge about AIDS from hospital education programs which the'!,'themselves
had initiated. Professional and staff nurses also asserted that t1",~ydiscussed
the virus with colleag-.Aes.However assistant nurses did not seem to be
included in this informal exchange of information
Cleaners, porters and maintenance people at the hospital reported that they
had acquired their knowtedjre about AlPS from fellow non-medical workers,
friends, family, magazinesr newspapers, 'television and radio.
4.3.2 ~ducational levels and its affect in the lInaerstandiruLof AIDS
QUestions pertaining to educational level revealed a strong demarcation
between those membersof the hos~~italstaff who have matriculated and th062
whose schooling fell short of the matriculation level (see table).
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The highest education level reached by hospital workers
occupation Number Above Standarb 10
Interviewed Standard 10 and Below
Doctors! Interns 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
Professional 8: 13 (100%) 13 (100%) 0 (0%)
Staff Nurses
Assistant I\h..!i"'ses 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6 (100%)
Non-medical Wor!(srs 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6 (100%)
Total 30 (100%) 18 (60%) 12 (40%)
---
Assistant nurses and non-medical workers fell within the category of not
having attained matriculation. This dichotomy is of importance as it indicates
that it is only those workers who, by virtue of their scientific educational
backgl·oun(,l. have the most complete understanding of Al DS in all its
jl",tricacies and who are thereby afforded a better means of protecting
themselves from infection. Conversely, non-medical workers and assistant
nurses with lower educational backgrounds, do not have the basic scientific
grounding with which to comprehend the complexities of AIDS as a disease or
the prophylactic measures that are necessary to prevent infection. They
therefore remain more vulnerable to lnfectlon, as they are If~SS able to protect
themselves.
,1.3.3 L'1nguag9 oackgrquhd and understanding AIDS
) A strong relationship was found between the standard of education attained
and the degree to which the workers at the hospital could speak and read
English proficiently. Of the 30 interviews conducted, only 4 subjects, all of
whom were specialist doctors and registrars. used English as their first
language. In the rest of the sample, 7 other home languages were present. The
moroaeducated vorkers - the professlonal and staff nurses - had a high
standard of English compared to assistant nurses. The problem was greater
for the non-medical workers, who generally seemed to struggle with English.
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The significance of this is that the language medium ueed ' in most of the
Hospital's education and awareness programs and the printed material
associated with this effort is English. Certain of the posters on the walls in
the corridors of the hospital do appear in African languages, but significantly
those publications which deal with the procedure for hospital workers to
follow in the event of a needlestlck injury, and the 'Protocol for AIDS' which
covers precautions hospttal workers must take to avoid HIV infection while at
work in the hospital are only published in English (Appendices I &. J).
Concepts neeessarv for understanding the AiDS condition are frequently
complex, abstract and difficult for laymen to grasp. The documents issued use
complicated medical terminology. obviously targeted at the nursing staff, but
there appears to be no separate, simply phrased document of procedures
designed to meet the needs of the assistant nurses and non-medical staff. This
causes them to remain at risk of infection.
The language problem was highlighted by a Seniol- Professional Nurse when
asked whether she had gained anything from the AIDS education course sHs
had taken at the hospital:
Yes I learned a lot. But for me it wa& alright because my English 'js
good, but AIDS is a complicated problem and many of my fellow nurses,
although they can speak English, did not understand enough Engiish
to understand what the lecturer was explaining. I think that if the
lectures were given in Xhosa, Tswana or Zulu, many more nurses would
have understood better,
4.3.4 AIDS awareness programs conducted at the h~Jmital
Lectures and educational courses are conducted at the hospital to inform
workers about AIDS. The efficacy of the courses has to be assessed in
measuring workers' knowledge about AIDS.
In the first instance therefore, it was necessary to ascertain which AiDS
awareness programs are indeed conducted at the hospital and to assess their
scope and to whom they are addressed,
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Enquiries revealed that it is the intention of the hospital to run extensive
education courses dealing with a number of medical topics. It was established
that the existing educational 'programs' run at the hospital consisted of three
dlstlnct courses.
Flrstlv, there is a global in-service education program which is organised by
the Clinical Teaching Department (eTD) at the Hospital. The eTD runs courses
on topics relevant to the hospital and health care. Every mon 1, a different
topic is dealt with during the course. These courses are mostly attended by
professional nurses. The erD did have AIDS as a theme for one month during
the ye~r". Hr)wever there appears to be a major problem with regards to the
fact that the education program w~o run during the day. All nurses are
a3signed to night shift duty according to a rotational roster. Those nurses on
nighi;.duty dUI-jng the period when the course was belng held were unable to
attend and no provisions were made to run further courses to educate these
particular nurses.
Secondly, a specific AIDS program exists for the training of health care
personnel Who act as AIDS educators in the hospital. About 30 professional
Nurses from the medical and surgical wards, are sent on a week-long AIDS
education and counselling program. They in turn run educational programs for
professional and staff nurses during the months of February and August,
when very few nurses are on leave.
Lastly, nurses in each ward have their own 'in-service' education program.
Each ward at the hospital is seen as a workirrg unit with a team of nurses.
Nurses from each ward decide on a topic each week abo., , which they feel
they need further education. The professional nUI"Se in charge of each ward
then has the responsibility of investigating the topic chosen: and presenting
the findh1gs to the nurses in the ward. She may delegate ~. ,0' task to one of
the other nurses in the ward, All reports are placed on the notice board in
that particular ward and members of staff can rsrer to it. AIDS has been
chosen as a topic for presentation from time to time in several of the wards
in which research interviews were performed. It must be pointed out that all
education courses are conducted in English.
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This represents the entire scope of lectures on AIDS run at the hospital and
as can be deduced. they are only directed towards nursing staff. A most
significant finding of this study was that AIDS education programs are not
offered to non-medical workers at this hospital.
To substantiate this finding, interviewees were asked if they had taken AIDS
education/awareness lectures at the hospital. Responses are detailed the table
below.
AIDS edueanorvawareness lectures taken at the hospital
Occupation Number At Least One No Lectures
Interviewed t.ectu re Taken Taken
ncctora/t nterns 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 5 (100%)
Professional & 13 (100%) 8 (62%) 5 (38%)
Staff Nurses
Assistant Nurses 6 (100%) 3 (50%) 3 (50%)
Non-medical Workers 6 (100%) 0 )%) 6 (100%)
..-
Total 30 (100%) 11 (37%) 19 (63%)
From the above table, it can be seen that the doctor's and interns had not
specifically participated in any lectures on AIDS at the hospital. It can be
concluded that attendance at surh, programs is unnecessary as their specific
and specialised training ha~ included the required information. Almost tWQ=
thirds of the professional and staff nurses had attended at least one lecture
at the hospital. Only hat,f of the Assistant Nurses, interviewed had attended a
lecture. The reason why so many nurses had not attended an AIDS education
course was due to the fact that many nurses were on night duty or off-duty
at the time the course was be"ing run.
Not one of the non-medical workers interviewed had ever attended an AIDS
education/awareness lecture at the hospital. The non-medical workers'
ignoi'ance of the disease and its implications must to a great extent be
attributed to this fact.
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4.3.5 Protocols - their effectiveness in alerting workers to AIDS
The hospital has established a protocol to be followed in the event of an
accidental needlostlck injury, and a separate protocol to guide medical workers
when 'Norking with AIDS patients (Appendices! and J).
Knowledge of these protocols was tested. Intsrvlewees where asked if there
was a parttcular procedure (protocol) to follow at lhe hospital should a worker
accidentally come into contact with infected blood. Responses are detailed in
the table below.
Workers· understanding of the A1DS protocol at the hospital
Occupation Number Complete ;;~rtial Did
interviewed Understanding Understanding Not Krnow
OOGtors/1 nterns 5 ('100%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Professional &. 13 (100%) 10 (77%) 3 (23%) 0 (0%)
Staff Nurses
Assistant Nurses 6 (100%) 2 (33%) 4 (67%) 0 (0%)
Non-medical Workers 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 5 (83%)
Total 30 ("100%) 17 (57%) 8 (27%) 5 (17%)
A high percentage of doctors and professional and staff nurses are aware of
the AIDS protocol and the complete procedures to follow in the case of
possible lnfectlon, However, only 33% of the Assistent Nurses knew tl·~
complete protocol while 83% of the non-medical workers did not e.,.i.tn kn..:
that an AIDB protocol existed. This again highlights what seems to be a lack
of attention by the hospital authorities to the needs of non-medical workers.
Non medical workers are not targeted by these protocols which appear to be
directed to doctors and professional nurses. There are no protocols
specifically directed at cleaners, porters or maintenance people.
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4.3.6 Workers' percePtion of their knowledge
Interviewees were asked if they felt they had enough knowledge to protect
themselves from infection at the hospital. The responses are detailed in the
table below.
Workers perceptions of having adequate or inadequate knowledge about
AIDS to protect themselves from infection at the hospital
Occupation Number Adequate inadequate
!ntervlewed Knowledge Knowledge
Doctors/I nterns 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
Professional & 13 (10m~) 9 (6S%) 4 (31%)
Staff Nurses
Assistant Nurses 6 (100%) 2 {33%) 4 (67%)
Non-medical Workers 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6 (100%)
Total 30 (100%) 16 (53%) 14 (47%)
All doctors and 69% of professional and staff nurses feel that they have
adequate knowledge about AIDS to protect themselves from infection. However,
67%of assistant nurses interviewed and all non-medical workers feel that they
have inadequate knowledge about the disease and the rlsk it poses to them
at the hospital. This again clearly illustrates the need for more detailed AIDS
education and awareness proqrarns to be offered at this hospital. Even 31% of
professional and staff nurses felt that their knowledge could be improved.
4.3.7 SUmmation
The opportunities for lower-level hospital workers to acquire Knowledge about
AIDS appears to be severely limited. Doctors have knowledge about AIDS
because of their specialised training. Professional and staff nurses are in an
advantaged position because they have been able to attend special courses
run by the hospital authorities. In addition they have been able to benefit
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from thsse courses because they have the 'correct' educational background
and scientific orientation to ocmorehend the content of the courses. In
contrast assistant nurses. even though they hffim had access to courses
offered, have not benefitted greatly from them because the courses are
corrducted in English and are often poorly timed. The most educationally
dlsadvantaqed group are the non-medical workers who appear to have been
overlooked in their need for information on AIDS. This group of hospital
workers have not been afforded an opportunity to attend AI OS education
courses in order to acquire insights into how they are at risk of infection and
the manner in which they cou,:d protect themselves from the virus.
4.4 THE DlSSEMINATiON OF jJ{NOWlEDc"E CONCERNiNGAJDS WITHIN THE
jiOSPiT.Al
It has been shown that the doctor-s, interns and professional and staff nurses
In t!':Jehosprtal understand jniJ~ 'P' "ld are aware of the dartijers it poses. lt has
also been shown that most asststant nurses and non-medical WOrkers do not
have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the virus and the threat I~
/.1
poses to them in the wcrkptace, One could therefore assume that there is non-
dissemination of knowledge concerning AIDS within the hospital. However, it
was lrnperatlve that this assumption be proven.
4.4.1 Does non-dissemination gf knowledge concerning AiDS reel,IF within the
hospital?
In order to answer this question, two specific questions where placed in the
interview schedule. Firstly, doctors, interns, professional and staff nurses who
represent the scientifically trained, professional health workers with expert
knowledge about AJDS, were asked if they had ever passed on medical
information or advice about AIDS and possible modes of occupational infection
to other workers in the hospital.
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The doctors and Interns, admitted that besi9~"$ the odd word of advice here
and there, they rarely passed on any information of this kind to less educated
workers. The information they gave was random and did not constitute an
f'
organised body of information. TINCt out of the six doctors and interns blamed
their heavy work load as the reason for this omission, while the remaining
four blamed long working hours and stressful circumstances for this situation.
The. professional and the staff nurses also expressed concern about the lack
of knowledse concerning AIDS amongst the non-medlcat workers. However
these nurses, although they stated that they were concerned, did very little
to rectify the situation. From observations made by tbe researcher,
professional nurses did not seem concerned. They often threw bloodied
material on the floor and expected assistant nurses and cleaners to pic~< them
up. These nurses felt that they did in fact pass on information about AIDS to
other workers. As a professional nurse explained:
I have often seen the cleaners in our ward cleaning up after an
aborflon and there is a lot of blood. But oftort they [the cleaners]
forget to put on their gloves. Then I always tell then. to stop what they
ate doing to go Put on (.1. pair of gloves.
These nurses believe such communication is sufficient and constitutes the
education of these workers. However, they do not realise that they are not
providing sufficient in-depth information about AIDS, but are rather conveying
instructions with no explanatlon for the action. The non-medical workers
therefore do not see the importance or the relevance of this actior~ and
quickly forget what they have been told. They are also unable to apply the
instructlons tlexlbly to new situations (see quotation below).
A second question was put to the assistant nurses, cleaners and porters. They
were asked if they had ever received medical Information or advice about AIDS
and the possibility of occupational infection whilst on duty from the doctors
and profeeslonal and staff nurses.
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Seven of the eight assistant nurses interviewed, as well as both porters, the
messenger and the general maintenance person, asserted that they had never
received any information abo lit AIDS from any person in the hospital. Two out
of the five cleaners interviewed stated that they had been given certain
information about AID$ by the nurses in their wards.one of these cleaners
stated that:
Yes, the nurse in the ward has told me to wear my gloves when I clean
the blood in the ward and in the sluice rOCH~i.She also tells me to be
careful of the sick ones with the AIDS when I clean the blood near
them. So I try to be careful with the blood but I am not sure why I
must do this.
A response such as this indicates that these instructions Which are given
without expianatlon are not well understood by the cleaners, even though they
may be obeyed. They do not provide workers with a meaningful body of
information that cen be practically applied and as such do not constltute the
'dissemination of knowledge'; they are rather examples of orders issued
downward from those in superior positions in the division of labour to those
in subordinate positions.
Cleaners and porters. reported that AIDS is often discussed amongst
themselves. In this manner erroneous informat..1,on is often spread causing
confusion and speculation about the virus. Nonetheless, the fact that AiDS is
discussed indicates their concern about the virus and their efforts
(inadequate though they may be) to help themselves avoid lnfection,
These responses confirmed that there is little dissemination of AIDS l<nowledge
within the hospital between scientifically trained, professional health workers
and less knowledgable L .Id scientifically uneducated, non-professional workers.
The researcher, in asking these questions, was given the impression that not
much thought had previously been directed to this issue.
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~.5 CONCLUSIPN
A definite stratlfloatlon Itf knowledge about AIDS exists within the hospital.
The hierarchy within the hospital operates negatively not only to exclude non-
medical workers from certain privileges, but also to impede their access to
gaining information about AIDS. Hospital management has not instituted speclflc
courses or pn::.grams to educate non-medical workers nor ensured that
protocols are distributed to and understood by all members. of its workforce;
Progi·ams run at the hospital appear to be the. province of the medically ellts
who run their own educational lectures and who have failed to share or impart
this knowledge to their fellow workers.
The more highly qualified personnel such as doctors and professional and
staff nurses do appear to have adequate SCientific I<nowledge about AIDS and
its transmission, but this knowledge has generally been obtained by virtue of
their specialfsed scientific training, rather than having been acquired through
occasional lectures run at the hospital. To complete the irony, this hospltal
runs an AIDS outreach program designed amongst other things, to educ ..te the
public about AIDS. Although this outreach proaram renders an invaluable and.
indispensable service to the publlc, the hospital does not educate a large
proportion of it's own employees about the danger. of AIDS infection whlci'l
they face at work on a daily basis. The Hospital has in fact 'reached out'
before it has 'reached within'.
It was felt that aside from the obvious consid';ration of educational and
language barriers that exist in helping non-professional people gain insights
into AIDS, other factors have been operative in side-lining some workers from
gaining access to information. The failure to disseminate knowledge may have
been an act of omission - an issue not thought of in the busy day-to-day
activities of the hospital, or may have been due to other, more subtle factors
that operate to prevent the dissemination of knowledge abo!i: AIDS. An
enquiry into these factors deemed to be sociological in nature forms the basis
for the second phase of this study.
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PHASE TWO - SOCIAL ClO~URE AND EXCI_USIONARY PRAt.jiCES ASSOCIATED
WiTH SOCiAL STRAT!FICATiON~A CAi.JJSEOF THE NON-:
DlSSEM!NATION OF AWS KNOWLEDGE
In the first phase of the study it was shown that a definite social hierarchy
of workers exists in a hospital setting and that there is little or no exchanae
of critical health and safety information between hospital workers from the
educated to the uneducateo, though both face the sameoccupational dangeJ.
This assertion was advanced by the discovery of a situation within the
hospital, where a group of scientifically trained professional health workers
with expert !<nowledgeabout AIDS, work alongside less krtowledsable and
))
scientifically uneducated non-professional membersof the staff, who remain
ignorant about the virus and how it could infect them. Lower level workers
were found to have little knowledge about AIDSand there appears to be little
attempt madeto educate them about the virus,
The second phase of the study therefore has sought to determine which
sociological factors operate to create striation and closure which maywork to
exclude certain membersof the workforce from obtaining information about
AIDS. The btocklns of the dissemination 01 knowledge!;about AIDS is
hypothesised to be partly attributable to those factors in society Which
dominate humanbehaviour and act fOi'cibly on individuals to perpetuate social
standing even when a life-threatening situation that is commonto all workers
{~,
arises.
In in!stituting the second phaseof this research project, it becamenecessary
to examine how each worker arrived at their present social status on the
hierarchical scale. In other words, which sociological phenomena have
contributed towards bringing them/to were they stand today, This touches on
factors of class, social privilege and educational advantage or disadvantage.
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The stratification of hospital workers will be considered in terms of:
a) class stratification reHecting differences due to race and ethnic
divisions, socio-economic background, educational opportunities and the
effect of credential ism.
b) status considerations as they are reflected in differing working
("'onditio.ns, job descriptions, elitism and the desire for social mobility.
An attempt will be made to explain how stratification affects the dissemination
of knowledge throughout the hosplta workforce and to consider who should
bear responsibility for AIDS education,
4.6.1 Class divisions due to racial factors in hospital workers
complex racial and status divisions exist between the three categories of
workers. The hierarchical structure appears to reflect the priVileges which
some members of SOCiety are afforded and others denied. In south Africa
during the apartheid era, race afforded a person privilege and privilege was
generally the province of the white population group. It is therefore not
surprising to find that the upper hierarchical level in the hospital consisting
of doctors and interns, is almost excluslvety white and the subsequent levels
of .he hierarchical pyramid are occupled by less-prlvllesed black workers,
Doctors and interns belong to an educated elite category of worker. It is their
considerable educational and scientific knowledge which places them at the
pinnacle of the hospital hierarchy, affording them gi-eater status and financial
reward compared to that of the lesser educated and less scientifically
knowledgable hospital worker. The remaining hospital workers, namely the
professional, staff and assistant nurses, and the non-medical workers have
had very little educational and social opportunity.
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Although racial differences have been responsible for creating stratification
within the hospital workforce, an evaluation of the information retrieved
during this study tends to indicate that racial factors per se hav~ little to
do with the non-dissemination of knowledge about AIDS amongst the workers.
The non-dissemination of information from doctors to other hospital workers
does appear to be an issue of status with racial differences exacerbating the
situation. The assertion that race discrimination is to blame for non-
dissemination may be discredited when one observes the failure of black
professional and staff nurses to inform black assistant nurses, cleaners and
porters about the dangers they face in the handllng of infected blood and
infectious patients. Racial divides are not always the dominant factors that
distinguish levels In the hoepltal hierarchy.
4.6.2 Socia-economic background as a cause of stratification in hospital
wQ_rk~rs
The socio-economic background of workers was probed to investigate whether
workers did indeed come from different positions in the class structures. To
this end hospital workers were asked about the occupation in which their
parents had worked ta assess the life opportunities and privileges or lack of
p.rivilege each worker had had. 'Ufe cpportunttles and privileges are often
determined by the social class from which one has emerged.
All of the doctors and interns (except one), had at least one parent who was
a professional, Their parent/parents were doctors, dentists, lawyers, managers
and accountants. Many of the mothers of the doctors were themselves
unlverslty graduates. One was a practising physiotherapist and another was
an occupational therapist. It was also interesting to note that all the doctors
and interns had an immediate family member or relative who is or was a
doctor which indicated clear evidence of Interneneratfonal class conditioning.
In respect of the other members of the hospital staff, none had parents who
were professionals, with one exception - a professional nurse whose father was
a lawyer. Most mothers of professional, staff and assistant nurses and non-
medical workers were domestic workers, whilst fathers' occupations included
gardeners, miners, farm labourers and machinists.
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4.6.3 Educational QPQ.ortunity a~_cause of stratification
As education, qualification and the holding of credentials are important in
defining different categories of workers, most particularly in a hospital
setting, it was necessary to probe workers' access to education and the
qualitative differences in their educational experiences. Subjects were
therefore asked about the educational opportunities which had been available
to them.
Hospital workers were asked which high school they had attended, how many
pupils were in their class on average, whether they had taken sclence as a
subject and which language was the medium of Instructlon In order to assess
the quality of the education they had experienced.
All the doctors and interns had had easy access to schooling and higher
education. It was established thst 4 of the a doctors and interns had attended
private high schools while the remaining 2 attended 'white' government schools
- all were taught in English, their first language. The average class size was
28 pupils and thsv had all studied science as a matriculation subject and had
furthered this scrsnttflc knowledge extensively while at medical school. The
professional, staff and assistant nurses, as well as the porters, cleaners and
maintenance people, all attended 'black' government (or Bantu education)
schools. The average class size was approximately 55 pupils. Only 6 out of the
17 profeeslondj and staff nurses had taken science at school, while not one
assistant nurse or non-medical worker had taken science at school.
The choice of occupation available to an individual is often the result of
opportunities available to him. Upper class individuals usually have a wide
choice whilst. lower income people tend to take what is available to them.
Furthermore political factors in south Africa limited the opportunities available
to black South Africans (See below),
In order to ascertain tha opportunities they had had, hospital workers were
asked jf they had always planned to do the jobs that they were performing
at the hospital.
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Doctors/I nterns 6 (100%) 5 (83%) 1 (17%)
professional s 17 (100%) 13 (76%) 4 (24%)
Staff Nurses
Assistant NurseS a (100%) 1 (12%) 7 (88%)
Non-medical Workerrs 9 (100%) 0 (Q%) 9 (100%)
Total 40 ('100%) 19 (48%) 21 (52%)
As illustrated in the table above, ali of the doctors except one said that they
had planned on becoming a doctor, some from as early as the first, few years
of high school. The one exception was a doctor who had had the intention of
becoming a psychologist, but after completing one year of his Bachelor of Arts
degree, decided to changed to medicine.
The four professional and staff nurses who had not planned on becoming
nurses, cited financial and political problems as the reasons few terminating
their original occupatlonal plans. These represent factors of circumstance. Two
of the nurses wanted to became social workers, one a lawyer and the fourth
was planning to be a doctor. i"he latter explained her story:
I had studied at MEDUNSA for 3 years doing a BSe degree and was
planning to became a doctor. i then becoming very involved in student
politics and was later expelled 'for political activities on campus, After
all the hassles I had at university I was lost. My mother, who was an
staff nurse, knew that I wanted to work in the medical fleld, so she
suggested that I give nursing a try - so I did,
One assistant nurse had planned on becoming a professional nurse, but due
to her poor schooling, this particular nurse knew that she could not achieve
her ambition. She however. decided to pursue her plans to became a nurse,
but as she put it, " at a low level", The other assistant nurses had not
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planned a career in nursing. Four of the assistant nurses interviewed had in
fact started as porters and cleaners within the hospital. They were then given
the opportunity by the hospital to complete the 6 month course required to
became an assistant nurse. This represents one of the few avenues open for
social mobility within the hospital for less educated hospital workers.
None of the non-medical workers planned to enter their jobs. Due to their low
levels of education, these hospital workers began looking randomly for jobs
to earn money after finishing their schooling. These workers. had no particular
job in mind when looklns for work as one cleaner stated:
I left school at Standard Six because my father he died. My mother she
was not working so the monies [Money] we have [had] went to the foods
[food], For three years ! was at home looklns after my brother and
sisters when my mother was wor!<ing in town. When my brother was old
[et'lOugh] to look after my sisters I look for work also to buy the foods.
4.6.4 Credential ism as a_f~\ctor in soclal stratification
Nowhere is the power of credential ism as a cause of stratification more evident
than in a hospital setting. The total ambience of the hospital is dominated by
an awareness of who is who by the qualification each holds. The holding of
credentials is obvious in the manner of speech used by the possessor, the
dress or uniform worn, the manner in which the person is addressed and the
amount of respect afforded each person. Credential ism divides specialist
surgeons from registrars and interns, professional nurses from staff nurses,
staff nurses from assistant nurses and nurses from porters and cleaners from
maintenance men.
The theoretical position which indicates that doctors and certain nurses have
"power know!edge" and a claim to superior status Which results in social
closure in regard to their subordinates appears to be a factor that operates
in causing social division within the hospital. Doctors, professional and staff
nurses occasionally candidly indicated that they were the elite amongst the
workers in the hospital. Their self-perception was demonstrated both verbally
as well as through interaction with less-educated hospital workers.
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Superior attitudes affect communication on an intergroup level (from upward
downwards) in a marked way and it was noticed that most communication
occurs in the form of commands which are curt an\~ to the point. Doctors give
professional and staff nurses commands, professional and staff nurses give
assistant nurses commands, and asslstant nurses give non-medical workers
commands.
4.15.5 Cultural divisions and language usage
Stratification could to some extent be assessed in terms of the fluency and
excellence with which hospital workers were able to communicate in English.
Competence in English usage had much to do with the medium of instruction
used at schools. Through questioning it was established that seven different
languages were spoken by hospital workers. All white hospital workers had
received their education through the medium of English.
Slack hospital workers had received instruction in seven different languages,
these not necessarily reflecting their home language. only 3 out of 17
professional and staff nurses, 2 out of 8 assistant nurses and 3 out of 9 non-
medical workers reported being taught in their home language. The majority
stated that they were taught in Afrf kaans, a language which was not famPi,ar
to them. This has affected their ability to both comprehend and speak English
well.
4.7 STATUS AS A DETERMINANTOF STRATIFICATION
The status situation of workers at the hospital is an important consideration
from the Viewpoint of how it affects communication between workers. Related
to credential ism are status situations which are easily observable in the
hospital.
Status conditions within the hospital are defined by the nature of work
performed, the length of working hours, remuneration and the amount of
responsibility borne by the worker. Those of higher status are weil respected
and have 'cleaner' jobs and those of low status do the 'dirty work' and are
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afforded little respect. Status divisions are rigidly controlled by individuals
themselves who define jobs as being for them or beneath them. Utterances of
elitism and superiority are the order pi' the day. Examples of feelings of
status and superiority were expressed during interviews.
Half-way through an interview a doctor abruptly asserted:
Really, how long is this whole thing [the interview] goitag to take? I
really don't have the time. Why don't you rather go bother someone
who's got nothing to do. Go talk to the cleaners, I always see them on
the grass outside - I'm sure they have plenty of time for this.
On another occasion a professional nurse was seen cha.nging a patient's
dresslns in a hospital ward. She had earlier called a cleaner to dispose of the
old, bandages, but instead of handing the used bandages directly to the
cleaner who was standing alongside her, the nurw~ inSisted on throwing them
onto the' floor repeatedly which necessitated th~t \r~ecleaner get down on her
hands and knees to pick them up.
A similar situation occurred when a doctor was seen walking through a
hospital corridor in which a patient had been left in a wheelchair in the
middle of that corridor. Instead of pushing the Wheelchair aside himself, the
doctor shouted out, 'I want this man moved immediately! Who is responsible
for leaving him here?'
It was significant to observe that assistant nurses, by virtue of their 'status
position', were also abusive towards porters and cleaners. Even thoLigh the
6 month training course was the only additional education they had received
compared to non-medical workers, it was enough to 'elevate' them. One
assistant nurse was overheard instructing a cleaner:
I don't care if it's not your job. Get me another bedpan - can't you see
i'm busy wit!:'; my patients?
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4.8 SOCU\LMOBILITY
Hospital workers were asked if they would change their occupation if they
could, and the reasons for their decision.







!Doctors/I nterns 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6 (100%)
Professional 17 (100%) 2 (12%) 15 (88%)
&. Staff Nurses
Assistant Nurses 8 (100%) 2 (25%) 6 (75%)
Non-medical Workers 9 ("100%) 7 (78%) 2 (22%)
Total 40 (100%) 11 (28%) 29 (72%)
As the table above illustrates, all the doctors and interns stated that they
would not want to change their occupation. The response of a doctor
epitomised the general response of the doctors and interns and it is important
to note the dual emphasis on the related class and status benefits perceived
as flowing from this occupational position. He replied:
I have always wanted to be a doctor. Tha opportunity was offered to
me so I took it. I have also always been aware of the advantages and
disadvantages that accompany the profession, but I think the upsides
outwolqh the downsides, I know that the hours are long but my family
lives very comfortably and as MD, I am a well respected in my
community.
Only 2 staff nurses out of the 11 professional and staff nurses expressed
their wish to change their occupation. The two nurses cited long working
hours and bad pay as the reasons for wanting to change occupations. The
remaining professional and staff nurses all agreed that the job was badly paid
and the working hours were long. However these nurses expressed both pride
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I'
and contentment in achieving the '\\positions that they had obtained. A
professional nurse announced enthusi~sticaliy:
I would never change my Job, I ,1!Y'[)rked very hard to get here. My
family was very poor and I had to get a part time job at a clothing
shop to keep myself at school and at [nursing] college. I also had to
work very hard at school to get into college because my teac'ters were
terrible - I don't think they knew what toey were teaching.
A staff nurse stated:
work very hard here in the hospital for very little amounts ,of money.
But I am happy here because I know where I am now and where I have
come from before. I know many people who were at school who don't
even have a job at all.
It was very significant to note that the two assistant nurses who wanted to
change their occupations had never worked as porters and cleaners as they
had taken the 6 month training course before entering the hospital
environment. These assistant nurses lnsist$' that they were frustrated as
they could not perforr:;7jthe medical duttes thac staff and professional nurses
performed and were sick of doing "the dirty work", Howev~r the 6 assistant
nurses who had taken the 6 month training course after speh~~ing some time
working in the hospital as porters and cleaners were content in their jobs
and did not express the desire to leave. This was cleartv stated by one of
them:
1 never thought I would be a nurse. I was a porter, but then I did this
course where! learned a lot and now I can work closely with the other
nurses and the patients in the wards instead of just pushing them [the
patients] around - and I get more pay.
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seven out of the nine non-medical workers expressed their desire to change
occupatlons, All seven stated that they wanted a job in whtcn they would
receive more money and would do 'different' work. Three out of the seven who
wanted to ctranse occupations wanted to became assistant nurses. A cleaner
explalned:
A friend of mine who worked with me is now a [assistant] nurse. she
went to learn more about sick people and now she does not have 1:1..')
sWCr.>o and clean. I also want to do this learning and became a nurse.
Parents' asptratlcns for their children may be re~.;.Irl;:fed as an indication of the
desire for social mobility. Often their unfulfilled asplratlons are manifested in
their ambitions for their chlldren, It was therefore decided to ask hospital
workers whether they would 1i(f13 their children to enter into the occupation
that they were working in, :llld if not, they were asked to name an occupation
they would lH{e them to enter.




6 (100%) 6 (100%) 0 (O~';)
17 (100%) 6 (35%) 11 (65%)
8 (11)0%) '2 (25%) 6 ('75%)







Total 16 (40%) 24 (60%)
Although 'four out uf the six doctors worried about the stress and strain
involved in being a doctor, ali of tile doctors declared that they would prater
and would even encourage their children to became doctors. They generally
believed that it is a profession that requires hard work and dedication, but
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felt that it is well respected. Other occupations menti:oned by the doctors that
they wished their children to enter into were law, dentistry and commerce...
~\-'~,
all professions of high status and an indication of a wish to I<eep one's status,
thereby furthering tntraaenerattonal mobility.
The large majority of professional, staff and assistant nurses did not want
their children to becamenurses. Reasonsstated were that the pay was poor,
the working hours long and irregular. Professionaland staff nurses generally
stated that they could give their children better eduoatlonal opportunities and
financial support than they had been given anc believed that they could go
on to be more highly qualified, respected and better-paid than they are.
This was the response of one of the professional nurses:
NO, no, no....never! Not for a second....no! I would never let my children
go into nursing. It is a very tough job with very 10l1ghours and very
little pay. The thing is also that the publlc do not appreciate what
nurses are doing and in fact what they can do and how well they are
trained. I mean I got a matrlc and spent four years at [nursing]
college.My daughters are attending a very goO',;!school and my husband
and I earn enough to pay their fees and to put food on the table. They
have very llttle to worry about and can concentrate on their studies.
I will not tell them 'Nhat they must become,but I expect them to use
this opportunity ( never had.
It is significant to note that when assistant nurses were asked what they
wanted their children to become, the most frequent answer given was a
doctor. An assistant nurse stated that:
A doctor - I would want him to be a doctor. A doctor is an important
person not like a nurse. A doctor also is very clever and knows all
about the body and how to make it well. I want my son to be clever
and an important somebody,so I would be very proud of him if he was
a doctor. A nurse is not a somebodylike a doctor.
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These responses tend to support the ccncept ,9f lnterneneratlonal mobility.
Assistant nurses appear to be acutely aware of their status situation and
express a wish for upward mobility. They have a great desire to rise above
their present station in life. The non-medical workers, like 'the nurses In the
hospital, did not want their children to be dOing their jobs. The geperal
feeling of the non-medical workers 'was summed up by a cleaner who
maintained that:
I just want my children to be educated, not llke me. They must stay in
school to mat ric and go further than i did because I left school early.
I am not educated to do better work. My chlldren must do better.
The non-medical workers did not choose specific professions or jobs which
they wanted their children to do, but only wanted them to dq something that
was 'better' than that which they were doing at the hospital. It would seem
that non-rnedloal workers surprisingly accept their station iO life and do not
question the system whereby people were stratified. i\11:hough severely
disadvantaged they appear to be content to compete within their status
stratlflcatlcn but see no opportunity of rising above it. Non~~of the workers
said that they wished their children to be doctors and were merely content
with the concept of "something better than lam".
4.8.1 Socii~' mobility. communication and the dissemination of knowledge
The desire for social mobility does not block communica~;,>n per se, but
imprints upon an individual a feeling about themselves. It implies
dissatisfaction with a prese,'\i; status which may gene~ate feelings of
inferiority" This may result in an attitude of not asking about something you
do not understand cut of a fear of being tho'.Ight of as ignomnt. On the other
hand the desire fOI" social mobility may be the driving force ;Which steers the
individual towards a more questioning attitude and a gra~iping for better
understanding.
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Observations in the hospital confirmed both these attitudes. It was noted th'-,t
lower-level workers including assistant nurses, seldom asked for advice or
information and tended to adopt a subservient, unquestioning attitude in the
presence of those above them in the hierarchical structure. In contrast,
professional and staff nurses asked questions and expressed a positive desire
to further their understanding of AIDS.
The lack of communication between worker groups in the hospital appears to
be caused by a 'professional ethos' and feelings of elitism amongst the highJ
educated workers and is exacerbated by the lack of social contact between l
different levels of hospital worker inside as well a.. outside the h03;lil_,-
setting.
Social patterns within the hospital are most apparent durlns tea breaks. The
physical desig.n and layout of the hospital does not facilitate the interaction
between hospital workers. Doctors and nurses each have their own separate
tearooms. In many instances these tea rooms are situated next door to each
other, but there is no thought amongst the doctors or the nurses tc sit
together in one room. When asked why the doctors and the nurses do not
spend their tea breaks together, though they work side by side, a senior
professional nurse replied that:
I believe that it is a racial Iesus: black and white. All of the doctors
that work in this ward are white, I remember we had a '')If.c.ckdoctor
here [at the hospital] last year and he was the only doctor who would
came and have tea with us at all.
When a doctor was asked why the doctors and the nur,;es do not share the
same tearoom, he replied:
We [the doctors] and the nurse have one thing in common- we both
work in the sameenvironment. Beside this, we have nothing in common.
We live totally different lives ...warlds apart.
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The communicationbetween the doctors and the professional and staff nurses
',_\
within the hosr.~tal is therefore limited to periods of work. Communication
between the professional nurse and the staff nurses is constant. This appears
to be due to the fact that they shared the sametype of training at nursing
college and both are involved in actual medica!care of patients. as opposed
to assistant nurses who are not involved in actual medical procedures.
PrOfbdsionaland staff nurses form a close-knit sub group and talk to each
other constantly. frequently about the patients in their care.
The assistant nurses are part of the nursing body, but stand apart as they
do not have tne medical training to initiate treatment 01" carry out complicated
procedures. It was observed that there is little communication between the
other nurses and the assistant nurses. Assistant nurses tend to be socially
side....lined.
The porters spend their breaks in the porters' lounge. This lounge, which is
situated near the casualty unit, is where porters assembleevery morning and
await instructions on where their services will be needed in the hospital.
The fact that the porters have a central assembly point where they can meet
and socialise has created a strong cohesion between them.
The samecannot be said of the cleaners, who lack any formal meeting place
and are forced to spend 'f.',air breaks either on hospital balconies, in the
hospitai gardens or on the pavement outside the hospital. A sense of
homogeneity between the cleaners is lacking, because'cleaners are assigned
to different wards and lack a commonmeeting place. A ~.taff nurse was asked
why the nurses did not invite the cleaners to sit with them in the nurses'
tea-room:
I know that they don't have a tearoom like us but we [the nurses]
discuss important matters during our tea breaks. We discuss our
patients and their problems.together and this has nothing to do with
these cleaners - they won't even understand this talk anyway.
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Social contact outside of the hospital was also explored. Doctors tended to
II
socialise with the other doctors or professional people outside the hospital
setting. Doctors tended to meetother doctors for mealseither at restaurants
Dr at their homes. Doctors also partteipate in diffet"ent types of physical
exercise together such as squash and gym as a meansof socialising.
Further evidence of social cohesion between professional and staff nurses at
the hospital is to be found in two specific 'clubs' which have been formed.
Nurses join by paying a monthly subscription fee. These are the 'grocery
club' and the 'funeral club'. Both these 'clubs' playa definite role in forming
a bond between the nurses at the hospital and also act as an exeluslonary
measure.Eligibility for membershipof these clubs is confined to the credential
you hold, and if you do not hold the correct qualification you are excluded"
Club membership becomes an obvious example of soclal closure and is a
further measureaimed at preserving status.
Patterns of socialisation between nurses and non.....medical staff indicate that
there is little contact between these groups. It would appear that the inferred
status of nurses precludes participation in social contact with non-medical
staff and is further evidence of ooclal closure.
The only formalised and oraantsed contact betweendoctors and nurses occurs
once a monthon WednesdaysWhencertain highly placed professional nurses
meet with doctors to have a 'grand round', Professional nurses and doctors
visit selected hospital wards and certain interesting 01" unusual cases are
dtscussee. The doctors and professional nurses then have tea. together. The
selection of who may meet with the doctors becomesa matter of status and
places certain nurses within a privileged. spectrum. It represents promotion
out of ceslanated status positions and is greatly sought after and strived
towards. It Is within this monthly forum that complaints and grievances are
=ddressed, representing the only opportunity for regular meaningful
communicationbetween doctors and nurses.
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!d-.9 STRA1]FICATION AND. UNIONISATION
It could be assumedthat when a commoninterest exists between membersof
a workforce, such as that posed by the threat of A1D8,a form of group
cohesion which could cut across ethnic, class and status barriers may come
into existence. As trade unions purport to represent workers interests,
membershipof trade unlons may be used as an indicator in assessing whether
there is a commonalityof purpose amongst hospital workers.
Genet'ally, membershipof trade unions may be a valuable indicator of soclal
coheslon in a work situation. The pattern of unlonlsatlon at' the hospital
however gives further impetus to the concept of elitism. It was discovered
that the National Education, Health and Allied Workers' Union (NEHAWU)was
the only trade union represented at the hospital. A senior shop steward far
NEHAWUat the hospital was lntervlewed and it was established from him that
approximately 65% of the non-medical workers are paying membersof NEHAWU.
However less then 4%of all nurses and doctors at .the hospital belong to this
union, and this 4%is made UiJ mostly of assistant nurses.
The reason why 'medical professionals' were so poorly represented within the
union was aptly cited by the Nursing Services Manager in charae Of surgical
and special departments:
The shop stewards in NEHAWUare not professional people, That
is why we as nurses find it difficult to communicatewith non-
professional people. I mean they have no clue of what our
profession entails.
This again SUbstantiates the point that there is a well-def'lned distinction
between 'professional' and 'non-professional' workers at the hospital and
highlights the fact that ncn-medlcal personnel are not regarded as co-workers
facing a commonhealth risk. The "eli1:e"do not identify with ordinary workers
and perceive no need for the organised representation provided by trade
union membership.For the most part their specialised skitls ensure their jobs,
unlike the workers who enjoy little employmentsecurity.
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In a highly bureaucratic Mructure, unlonlsatlon enables lower level workers
',I
to have a "voice" and a channel through which to state their grievances. In
the health industry industrial action is one of the only ways to penetrate the
"veil of professional power" which by its nature, devalues blue-collar workers
more so than occurs in other Induatrles where managers are less imbued with
ideologies of superiority such as that Which is encouraged by medical
education.
Hospital workers cannot be regarded as a cohesive body of workers. and do
not operate as an integrated entity. The fact that they face a common health
hazard does not in any way bind them as a group. This differentiation is
exoreesed nl~tonly in the Job description, but also in the manner in which
II
th~y a.ddre$~ the problems which face them in the work situation.
Patterns of membership of the trade union appear to clarify the manner in
which different classes of people seek advancement and betterment of working
conditions. Professlenal people take responsibility for their position whilst
nOI1-profes$ionals, who are generally represented in the lower classes of
SOCiety, prefer to deputlse responsibility for their welfare to unions. This
designation of responr'bHity appears to highlight another avenue of
stratil~cation between Hospital workers.
4.9.1 Summation
Class divisions exist between hospital workers. These class divisions have been
occasioned by the differences in socio-economic backgrounds of individuals
and the educational opportunities that have been available to them. Class
stratlttcatlons put workers 'worlds apart'. Workers from the upper and lowest
ends of the stratification have very little in common. They do not even speak
the same language. This makes communication between workers extremely
difficult.
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Credential ism is a potent source of social closure and much of the lack of
communicationcan be attributed to the fact that groups who hold themselves
aloof and as a self-contained entity fail to look beyond their own interests.
They find it difficult to identify with the needs of lower status groups.
credenttaltsm imbuesthem with a sense of superiority and a need to exclude
others from their social functions.
The holtling of status in the hospital hierarchy is another exclusionary force
which tends to diminish social and communicative contact between workers.
The desire for upward social mobility focuses attention on where they would
Ilke to go and precludes workers from giving consideration to where they
have comefrom. Thosepeople in groups which have been designated as higher
status groups do not concern themselves with the needs of lower level
workers. This impedescommunication.
Trad~: union affiliation is as yet another indicator of status and a cause of
stratification. White collar workers do not identify with trade unions and see
membership as an indicator of a lower status level. This has much to do with
the fact that white collar workers prefer to represent themselves whereas blue
collar worker need an authoritative body to intervene on their behalf.
4.10 OTHER FINDINGS WHICH MAY INFLUENCE THE STRUCTURING OF AN. AIDS
INFORMATION BASE FOR HOSPITAL WOR((ER~
Workers were canvassed for their opinion as to who should be involved in
structuring AIDSeducation programs in order to assesswhoseauthority would
be acceptable in providing this information. Two questions were asked.
Firstly, whose responsibility is AIDS education in a hospital setting?
Secondly, would hospital workers more rec.dily accept a body of l<nowledge
about AIDS from traditional healers or medical doctors? The potential for
hospital workers to act as AIDSeducators to the public was also investigated.
This wasaccomplishedby asking hospital workers whether they had ever been
asked about AIDS by friends, family or strangers.
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4.10.1 Whose r6sPQnsibili.nt_is Ams education?
Doctors felt that it was not their responsibility to educate less knowledgable
hospital workers about AIDS as a possible health risk. Even though they did
realise that they are the most educated hospital workers, they felt that they
did not have the time to spend educating workers about AIDS. One particular
doctor had very strong views on the matter:
It is definitely not my responslblllty to educate these hospital workers
about AIDS. To tell you the truth, I don't have the time to stop and
explain to every assistant nurse, porter and cleaner in the hospital
about the dangers of the vi rue. l am paid to heal the sick and not to
educate the uneducated.
None of the doctors questioned felt that education was their responsibility.
Certain doctors felt that it was not fair to burden the medical staff at the
hospital any further, and that it was the administration's responsibility to
employ outside help to educate the hospital workforce about the virus. Other
doctors passed the responsibility to professional and staff nurses:
The doctors and interns here are much too busy to be involved in this
type of exercise. When one thinks about it logically it is the
professional and staff nurses who should be teat',hing these workers.
They know ail about the dangers of AIDS and there are so many more
of them then there are of us - surely there has to be a few of them
available to do the job.
Professional and staff nurses have frequent and direct contact with assistant
nurses, cleaners and porters during the course of a working day. The
professional and staff nurses, although understanding a need for educating
the less educated about AIDS in the hospital, did feel that they wc!"e also
heavily burdened with patients and suggested that the administration give
certain nurses time off to educate the workers, They also suggested that
outside educators should be brought in to help.
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The assistant nurses, porters and cleaners, all believed that it was the
hospital administration's, the doctors' and professional nurses' responsibility
to educate them, as it was these people who they belleverf'possessed both the
authority and the knowledge to enlighten them about the virus.
~.10.2 _15.there tElL role. to be played by 'tracm:ional medicine' in AIDS educa-i:iol1l
programs?
A question regarding the bondlng to traditional beliefs was ~sked to assess
the degree to which hospital workers have adopted a trust and belief in
medical science. This is seen as a possible indicator of cultural diversity.
Cultural diversity often dictates a matter of faith in who does the educating
and whom you believe. It would be assumed that certain workers would have
strong traditional bonds and would favour an orientation to AIDS education
bound to traditional healing methods. However in this study it was revealed
that each and every worker felt solutions were to be found not by 'sanaornas',
but by the scientific discipline which they have seen practised in the hospital.
They placed their faith in the work of the knowledgable doctors.
For their part, every doctor, without exception, was strongly opposed to the
lise of traditional healing in the fight against AIDS. They all expressed faith
in the scientifically based medicine they practised. One doctor in particular
was extremely critical of the 'sanaomas', He felt that certain of the rit,uals and
practices of the sannomas which involved the piercing of tJ> - i~in were
dangerous and could in fact lead to the transmission f'r the vii
The sentiments regarding the sangoma and traditional healing am()ngst the
professional and staff nurses were varied. Certain nurses believed that it was
important to respect other people's culture arid that they must be given an
opportunity to do what they wish.
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This belief was aptly presented by a professional nurse:
I believe that AIDS has been around as long as the earth has been in
existence. I therefore believe that the traditional healer has a part to
play in treating AIDS patients. Look, it 1JIf0uidbe very difficult to tell
a person not to go to a sangoma when his cultural beliefs instructed
him to visit a sannoma when he is sick. However, I must say that I
believe that traditional healing used to work years ago when the
traditional healers were true traditional healers. Today avery second
person puts on a headdress and a string of beads and says he is a
sanaoma, but their are still a tew genuine sanqomas who , would trust.
Others stated that they would not allow a patient to go to a sangoma. This
was the view of a staff nurses who insisted that:
If a person wanted to go [to a sangoma] I would stop them. I know of
two people who have AIDS and they went to the sanqoma who said that
he could cure them of the AIDS. They came back to the hospital a month
after visiting the sanaoma and both were very sick.
Only 2 out of the 8 assistant nurse felt that a sangoma should be consulted
when one has AIDS. However 7 out of the 9 non-medical worker felt that it
was neither worthwhile nor acceptable to treat AIDS, or any other illness for
that matter, by a visit to a traditional healer. It was interesting to note that
the most recurrent reason cited for this. disbelief in the healing powers of
traditional medicine was a devotion to the church and a belief in God, and not
an absolute and undisputed faith in the ability of SCientific medicine.
4.10.3 liospital workers as.~AmS educators within the community
The introduction of an effective Al OS education program for hospital workers
becomesmore imperative when it is understood that many hospital workers are
already acting ?"j AIDS 'educators' outside the hospital. By virtue of the fact
that they work in a hospital, people in general imbue them with an aura of
authority about medical matters and they are often asked about AIDS. Working
in a hospital is seen as a job of high status by the general community.
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Hospital workers were asked if they had e~~r been asked I)y I fiends, fa.mily
or strangers about AIDS.
Have you ever been asked by friends. family or strangers about AIDS?
occupation Number M()re Than Once Never
interviewed Once
Doct(;l,rs/Interns 6 (100%) 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%)
Professional &. 17 (100%) 13 (16%) 2 (1.2%) 2 (12%)
Staff Nurses
Asslstant Nurses 8 (100%) 6 (74%) 1 (13%) -j (13%)
Non-medical Wori{ers 9 (100%) 7 (78%) 0 (0%) 2 (22%)
....._..
Total 40 (100%) 31 (78%) 4 (10%) 5 (12%)
The responses revealed tl1at 88%of hospital workers have been approached
at least once either b~( strangers, family or friends about AIDS. It is
interesting to note that hospital workers tended to disseminate knowledge
about AIDS to people of similar class, status and rnclai groupings as their
own. Doctorx and interns reported giving information about AIDS to
professional people of high social standing within the community. The
lnformat.on required from doctors and interns seldom concerned how one
becomes infected by AIDS, but rather involved questions about the extent of
the disease. For example a doctor said:
They just want to know how bad it is. They want to know how many
HIV positive patients I am treating in the hospital and how quickly the
virus is spreading. Remember that these people. are not stupid, they
know how they can get infected [";ljth AIDS). They [ust want to know
the chances of them getting it if they are not careful.
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A large proportion of professional and staff nurses reported being approached
by strangers about AIDS. As in the case of the doctors and Interns, these
nurses reported only being approached by black people. secause these
particular hospital workers are well-educated and ({tlowledga,l:'-!eabout AIDS,
they playa critical and fundamental role 13.sAIDS educators to those members
of the public who are uninformed about the subject. A staff nurse reported
a humorous situation when she was approached by a stranger on the street:
I have often been stopped wherever I go and asked questions about
AIDS because! am wearing my uniform. Once a tsotsl called out to me
from aCi·OSS the street in town at the top of his voice, 'nurse I love
you'. He then ran across the road towards me. I was very scared and
embarrassed. I then asked him why he said this because I was a
stranger to him. He then said that he wanted to be AIDS fre~, I then
realised that this tsotsl believed that if you are in love with a nurse
you will not get AIDS becausehe thought nurses don't get AIDS, I then
quickly explained the basic facts to him about it.
A substantlal number of non-medical workers havealso been approached about
AIDS, including 83% o" slstant nurses and 78%of non-medical staff. As
indicated previously, t hospital workers have very little understanding
and knowledge of AlOS. In f&.:!t the majority of these hospital workers bear
inaccurate information, as they have not received formed instruction. The
information they gave others is of highly dubious value,
When asked why they thought people in general had approached them for
information about the virus, the assistant nurses and non-medical workers
believed that it is because they work in a hospital and they are assumed by
.~re general public to know about the virus. This was dearly expressed by a
c.eaner.
Every day after work I go home on the taxi to Alex [Alexandra
Township]. I am always wearing my hospital 1.0. badge from work, so
many times the people on the taxi ask me about sicknesses, but more
times about the AIDS. They ask me very hard questions and 1 try to
answer. I tell them what I hear in the hospital.
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The implication of these findings supports the view that the potential for
hospital workers to act as AiDS educators to the public exists and strengthens
the argument for providing these workers with detailed and correct
information about the virus. Doctors and nurses have the correct lnformatton
but may need to acquire skills in communicatingthe information satisfactorily
to the gElI1~ralpublic. Unskilled workers do not hf#,Vethe required information
nor the techniques to act as educators at the present time.
The findings also reveal that in general workers would be amenable to an
AIDS education cronram f "sed on accepted scientific medical practice. They
believe that the hospital administration should initiate such a program and
derive their information base from professlonal workers already employed at
the hospital. Doctors and professional, nurses did not feel that it was their
responsibility to educate workers, citing work and time pressure as the reason
for their non-Involvement,
4.11 CONCUJSIQN
Hospital workers are divided by factors of professional status, educational
elitism, a lack of feeling of group cohesion and group identity and a lack of
common social experience. They are socially, racially, educationally and
economicallydlvlded, Those professionals whooccupy the upper stratum of the
hospital work hierarchy tend to be satisfied with their station in the
workplace, whilst every other worker strives to improve their lot looking up
towards professionalismas an ideal goal to be attained. Middle strata groups,
such as the profeaslonal, staff and assistant nurses, tend to exclude other
lower-level workers in an attempt to cement their identity and status. The
physical facilities offered by the hospital reinforce social divisions. Within
such a framework it is not difficult to understand why there is a lack of
communicationbetween the groups of people involved.
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In regard to the communication of I<.nowledgffabout AIDS in particular, each
group is not able to identify with the needs of other groups and in general
feel that it is net their responsibility to act as educators. They insist on a
formal arrangement to initiate AIDS education. They tend to use work and time
pressure as a justification for the failure to address the problem and
fundamentally appear to lack the social motivation to ih~tiate any attrulstfc
initiative.
Doctors in assumlns the ultimate responsibility for the health of their patients
and being imbued with healing "powers" are placed on the highest status
level, They see their role well de-fined as "givers of health" and not as
educators, Faced with the threat of AIDS infection themselves, they feel
further stressed in the work Situation, and relegate responsibility for What
happens to other hospital workers and to the hospital authorities.
There is comprehensive evidence of social closure in the hospital, particularly
in regards to professlcnal and staff nurses who have improved their class and
social status. Most professional and staff nurses have come from low socio-
economic standing and have attained their credentials under the most adverse
political and economic circumstances. They have attended segregated schools
under the apartheid system and made financial sacrifices to complete their
education successfulty, Obtaining thei·' qualification has been a means of
uplifting themselves economlcetly, It is therefore not surprising that they tend
to have formed a "closed group" within the hospital setting and a culture of
exclusion both as a means of protecting their privileged status and ensuring
the protection of their credentials. The Information they possess concerning
AiDS is but an extenslon of. the knowledge which they have sought to obtain
through conditions of adversity. They belong to a group of socially upwardly
mobile individuals who attempt to emulate doctors, whom they regard as the
most prestigious of groups. In focusing on upward mobility they tend to lose
sil~ht of the needs of lower class groups.
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Assistant nurses represent an interesting group of hospital workers. Although
assistant nurses have a low level of education comparedto that of doctors,
interns, professional and staff nurses - and similar educational levels to the
cleaners, porters and maintenance people, they are also very reluctant to
disseminate knowledgeabout AIDSto non-medica!hospital workers, Aside from
the fact that they are themselves poorly informed, the reason for this may
also be related to their ambition of social mobility. Someassistant nurses wer:,e
once non-Medical workers who successfully completed a 6 month nurses
training course which elevated them to the posltlon of assistant nurse. These
nurses therefore feel particularly threatened by non-medica!workers in the
hospital as their recently acquired knowledge is the only factor ,which
separates themfrom the non-medicalworkers. Their position of elevated status
has not yet been consolidated.
Cleaners, porters and maintenance people represent an underprivileged
position in the class hierarchy and have little power within the hospital. Trade
unions have in general failed to address the problem of AIDS education
amongst the non-medical workers in the hospital, concentrating rather on
uplifting workers economically.Blue collar workers remainthe victims of social
stratification and social closure, even in the sphere of AIDS prevention
programs.
In assessing to what extent education affects disparities amongsocial classes
of people we find that instead of reducing social differences, education tends
to express and reaffirm exlstlnq inequalities far more than it acts to change
them. This is most evident in the case of nurses where few altruistic ideals
appear to exist in their relationships :,-vithlower-level workers. Onewould have
thought that professlonal, staff and assistant nurses would have shown
concern for their fellow black workers. Howeverthe need for social closure
appears to be important to them even to the extent that it affects
communication between them and other black workers. The white collar
workers' refusal to join the trade union provides further wldence that white
collar workers do not experience the needto identify with lower level workers
or feel at one with them in championing their causes.
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In summary, the hierarchy that exists amongst hospital workers is due to
class differences and the lack of communication may be attributed to
differences in status accorded to different groups. It must be concluded that
exclusionary practices ate in part responsible for the non-dissemination of
knowledgeabout AIDS in the hospital work setting. 111 addition to this, the
hospital offers f~w channels for communication and these problems are
exacerbated by the diversity of languages used by hospital workers.
The non-disseminationof AIDS information does not appear to be a deliberate
strategy to endanger the lives of lower level workers but appears to be the
result of general processesof exclusion and closure which inhibit effective
communication between groups, including the dissemination of information
about AIDS.
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~HAPTER FIVE - CONCl_USION: iMPLICATiON OF THIS STUQY FOR AID!:l
EOUCJjTION IN THE HOSPITAL
It must be remembered that failure to take adequate precautions to' prevent
AIDS infection results in Increased rlsk of exposure to an inevitably fatal
disease. The failure to educate workers about the rleks they face must be
riE;gardednot as a neutral act, but as an act of negligence since in this
setting, worker ignorance brings with it at greater risk of death. It was
therefore crucial that this complex and distressing situation be explored and
possible solutions suggested.
This thesis hoped to identify factors which have to be addressed in
structuring AIDS education proarams if they are to be successful. The very
structure of human interaction within the work place, in this case a hospital
setting. may have to be modified to bring about the necessary communication.
It is accepted that to change a whole society is a formidable task but to
effect change in a micro-society such as that found in a hospital, is much
more attainable and may provide inslahts which can be more widely applied.
Hospital workers have a pivotal role to playas AIDS educators, Representing
a diversity of lC,ui'h~raland language backgrounds and coming from different
strata of society they are placed in a unique position to act as AIDS educators
should they have sufflclent knowledqe about the virus. The information they
need to acquire will equip them to avoid accidental infection of AIDS in the
workplace and will at the same time enable them to tiistribute information to
the community at large. The fact that workers are imbued with an aura of
medical professionalism by lay people places them in a position of authority
withii"l the c,..nmunlty.
Tl'ltwe is an urgent necessity to implementan AIDS education program at the
hospitd.j as many hospital workers are in danger of contracting AIDS simply
because they do not know enough about the virus and the manner in which
infection occurs. The presence of the virus in their work situation poses a
real life-threatening situation.
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This study has indicated that professional workers in a hospital setting
including doctors and professional nurses have the knowledqe to prevent
themselves from becoming infected. However their conditions of work and
stress-related factors makethem vulnerable to accidental infection. Instances
of accidental infection have to be addressed not primarily through educational
programs, but by way of changing the work situation and labour practices.
In particular, stress-related factors associated with long hours of work in
handling trauma patients have to receive attention.
Whenit comesto addressing the needsof the less-educated hospital workers,
educational programs become more important. Their chances of becoming
infected lie in accidental contact with the virus because they do not know
enough about the virus to understand that it can be transmitted by the
handling of infected needles and blood. Accidental infection for them can be
avoided by taking the correct approach to the work they do. The findings of
this study indicate that in regard to knowledge about AIDS, the needs of
lower level hospital workers are not presently being adequately addressed.
Before an AIDSeducation program can be put into action, it is necessary to
establish who should bear the responsibility for instituting and implementing
the program. Although the notion that the doctors and professional nurses
within the hospital would appear to have the resources to act as AIDS
educators, this study has shown that in practice this would not be a
satisfactory path to follow. Doctors haveclearly indicated that they do not see
their role in the hospital as one ol educator.
Specialist doctors, doctors, registrars and interns need to be approached not
at the level of asking them to act as AIDS instructors within the hospital but
to act as "educators" in their day-to-day contact with other workers. It is not
expedient to ask them to run formal lectures to impart the knowledse they
have as they are already under considerable strain in the execution of their
daily work. However in some instances, a change of attitude is required of
them which may be.~effected merely by bringing the plight of lower-level
workers to their attention. This would provide the necessary insights to
enable them to offer a word of advice here and there as they go about their
duties. More formally a. lessening of autocratic positioning in regard to AIDS
education could bs initiated in the training of doctors at medical schools, by
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the organisation ()f lectures on AIDS as an occupatlcnal health problem
highligntiny its effects on all workers and the j?;rganisationof conferences
around the problem. The South African Medical and Dental Council could
identify AIDSeducation as part of the requirements for certification. Doctors
should be asked to collaborate In devising any educational program instituted
at the hospital as they have the expertise and are placed in a position to
observe situations Which place workers at risk as they go about their daily
duties.
Hospital workers have formed a rigid stratlflcatlcn of status and class groups
based upon the credentials which they possesaand groupings which they
value and guard. The propensity for social closure in excluding other workers
from intruding into these strata has been demonstratedand the sharing of
knowledge appears not to fall within the parameters of existing class and
status identities. In a sense imparting knowle(\\gewould diminish the power
and exclusivity of closed grclups madeup of 'educated' workers who consider
themselves 'better' than those who perfon., menial tasks.
Brndging the gap betweenthe SOCialstratlflcatkms within the hospital remains
a challenging task. In so far as social srratlflcatlon IS a reflection of class
structures little can be done to create a more e9alitarian work force within
the hospital. It is not possible to sweep away class differences which are
embedded in the history of each individual as well as within different
occupations. Indeed these stratifications are accepted as natural by all
workers regardless of their position in the hierarchy. It has been
demonstrated that it is the concern about preserving class and status
differeeces which divides workers and interferes with communication in
general and the dissemination of AIDS information in particular',
In order to gain acceptance by all groups of workers within the hospital it
would therefore seem that an outside autn; "~y be brought in to educate
workers about AIDS. This would prevent the AIDS educator bei.ng identified
with any particular group. The hospital administration should be responsible
for this appointment in consultation with the trade union at the hospital.
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5.1 PREREQUISITES FOR TI~E SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATIONOF AN AID~
EDUCATION PROGRAM
The first and most important requirement in ensuring the successful
establishment and implementation of an educatlc.i program is an
uncompromising commitment from the all parties involved, (the hospital
administration, the trade union and hospital workers themselves) towards the
program. It must be made clear to all these parties that jf this educatlon
program is to be successful, everyone involved will benefit greatly.
The comptr ~e ti,',d 'ltmost dedication of the h' rpltal administration to AIDS
education is required. 1(1 the first instance 'he necessary funds for the
establishment of such a program is needed. The urgency of the matter should
be addressed to the Minister of Health, Furthermore, the hospital
administration would be involved in employing the personnel that may be
required for the education programs and in matters such as providing
facilities for lectures and schedules.
Trade unions have a vital role to play in the implementation of the AIDS
education program. Trade unions are viewed in a positive fight by the vast
majority of blue collar workers in the hospital. The trade union could in fact
legitimise the education program by alerting it's members to the occupational
hazards they face in the hospital, and by encouraging them to attend these
programs to acquire knowledse and advice on precautions and prevention. The
trade union also has a vital role to play in negotiating with the administration
of the hospital to allow all hospital workers the facilities necessary to educate
themselves about the virus. This includes time off for training and weekly
meetings in a manner sensitive to the dynamics of the shift system.
Trade unions may also insist on physical changes in the workplace. It is
essential that hospital workers be provided with equipment Which makes it
possible for them to protect themselves from infection while at work. Sufficient
quantities of goo », quality gloves, gowns, goggles and masks that fit workers
must be supplied to enhance the safety of workers in the hospital. The
specific needs of each category of worker requires investigation to determine
what these needs are.
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Aspects of the actual-labour process as it predisposes workers to infection
should also be studied. In particular, the level of stress and fatigue of
workers should be reduced. This may be achievedwithout the loss of worklns
hours by introducing a daily rotation procedures in which workers would
work more often, but for shorter periods of time. This would eliminate the
long shifts which the workers are subjected to and at the sametime reduce
worker stress,.and fatlnue, Hospital.workers would then have the time to work
mare _carefully to ensure that all possible precautions are taken to avoid
infection.
An examinationof physical and Socialamenitiesprovided at the hospital is art
obvious exampleof how hospital workers can be brought Into contact with
each other so that both social exchangesand information sharing can be
facilitated. A Single cafeteria and/or lounge may be useful. Less emphasis
.::.. ,I'
should be placed on status symbols with an encouragementof status to be \
exhlbited by way of tolerance and teaching. Attention should be directed to
the tralninq of AIOSinstructors who should be deslqnatedas a status group.
The programmust be self perpetuating and must take account of the necessity
for accommodating new workers as they are employed at the hospital.
Timetables should ensure that evel'y worker has the opportunity to attend
lectures.
5.2 TI-IE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN AIDS, TASK GROUP
It has beer. established it, this study that AIDS is a complicated issue to
comprehend and that different workers performing different jobs in the
hospital have different educational, SCientific and cultural backgrounds. It is
therefore imperative that the AIDS eduoatlon program be implementedin such
way as to ensure that each category of worker is accommodatedand effective
educatlon OCCI..l rs,
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One of the most specific outcomes of this thesis is that the hospital work
force cannot be thought of as a cohesive group where the needs of different
categories of worker can be addressed by the institution of one AIDS
education program. Several different types of programs have to be made
available and tailored to the needs of specific groups. Each group of worker
is delineated by factors of differing cultural, class, status and job
descriptions as well as different linguistic competencies which determine not
only how much information they require, but also tne manner and media
through which it should be imparted.
It is therefore proposed that workers be grouped accordlnp to their
occupations within the hospital and that within these broader groups,
subgroups be established to ensure similarity on the variables identified
above. The grouping of hospital workers of similar educational standards and
levels of scientific knowledge, and who face similar occupational hazards would
facilitate learning as education programs could be targeted specifically to
accommodatethese group factors. A further criterion for groupings would be
language competence as well as their work experience. Ideally groups should
not be larger than thirty members each.
If access to credentials is an avenue by which to express social mobility. it
is necessary to provide credentials or special qualification certificates to
workers who are trained as AIDS instructors. It is envisaged that a special
"AIDS Group" be established at the hospital with members drawn from each
level of the hospital work hlerarchy.who have been trained to meet the
requirements of each category of worker.
Those who will act as AIDS instructors should be elected by their co-workers
or volunteers could be called for. Ultimately the person elected as Ins,r .rctor
would need the respect of the group he is responstbte for as he would be
required both to educate his group and monitor the implementation f;lf
prophylactic measures. Both credibility and trust enhance communication.
AIDS instructors would then attend intensive training courses which would be
arranned by the hospital authorities in consultation with trade union officials
affiliated with the hospital. All AIDS instructors would meet regularly to
report-back findings and solve problems. The A!DS task group WOUld,through
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personal contact with other workers at the hospital, have a forum to discuss
problem situations caused by stratification within the work force.
The manner in which AIDS education in the hospital should be structured
infers that a soclotoatst should be consulted in formulating the program.
Inslqhts into the groupings of the hospital workers is required and the
manner in which status and class factors may permeate the program requires
the input of an impartial outside specialist. It is envisaged that the Sociologist
would act as a binding force and impartial facilitator, bridging the gap
between the educators and workers in the field.
5.3 FINAL NOTE
This study has attempted to answer the question as to whether the failure to
educate unskilled hospital workers about AIDS in their workplace has been an
act of omission due to negligence or a reflection of the values and attitudes
which exist in society. The answer is to be found in a combination of all these
factors. Educated hospital workers omit to attend to the needs of uneducated
workers because they themselves are stressed by work pressure and are
driven to protect their status and social standing. It is an act of negiigence
on the part of the hospital administration as well as the trade union in that
they have failed to insist that workers be properly educated about the virus.
These bodies ensure that protective clothing is provided and protocols written
up, but make no effort to see that these protective measures are implemented
appropriately.
Given the fact that the poor and oppressed are usually the recipients of
discriminatory practices, indifferent attitudes and deprivation in society, it is
not surprising to discover that even within a hospital where they are faced
with a life threatening situation which AIDS presents, little care is expressed
for their well being. Sadly the study seems to reaffirm the unhappy truth
that unskilled workers not only remain exploitable, but easily dispensable.
However this does not have to be the case. AIDS education programs can be
utilised not as a means to overturn the existing status and class hierarchy,
but to work construotlvety within it to provide a chance for all to survive the
AIDS pandemic.
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APPENDIX A ~ INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PHASE ONE
1. What is your home language?
2. How would you rate your ability to read English:
poor, fair, good or excellent?
3. How would you rate your ability to speak English;
poor, fair, good or excellent?
4. What is the highest educational level you have reached?
5. When did you start working here at the hospital?
6. What is your job at the hospital?
7.. What do you do in your job? (specific duties)
8. Do you come into contact with blood dUl-ing your work?
If yes,
a. In what way?
9, How many hours a day do you work?
10. How many days a week do vor: work?
11. How do you feel about these working times?
(How do you feel at the end of the day?)
AwareQ~ss of AiD~
12. Have YOLI heard about .AIDS?
13. Have you ever come into contact with a person suffering from ArDS?
If yes,
a. Was this inside or outside of the workplace?
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14. How is AIDS spread?
15, Can you see if someone has AIDS?
16. How does one avoid getting AIDS?
17. Is there a difference between having HIV and AIDS?
If yes,
a. Can you tell me how they are different?
18. When a person contracts HIV, is it possible to immediately detect if
he/she has contracted the disease?
If no,
a. Why is this the case?
19. Is there a cure for HIV or AIDS?
20. Do you feel that you could become infected with the HIV or AIDS virus in
your work at the hospital?
If yes,
a. How would this occur?
21. Do you know of anyone who has had a needlestlck injury or who thought
he/she had contracted the virus while working at the Hospital during the
course of her/his duties?
If yes,
a, What were the circumstances under which this occurred?
22. Is there a particular procedure that is followed at the hospital should
a worker accidentally come into contact with infected blood?
If yes,
a. Could you give: me details of the procedure to be followed?
23. What preventative measures does the administration of this hospital take
to safeguard you against posalble infection?
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24. Do you feel you have adequate knowledge to protect yourself from
irifection at work?
25. Do you feel you have the adequate equipment to protect yourself from
Infection at wo,"k?
26. Have you received any AIDS educati~\r outside of the workplace?
If yes,
a. When was this given to you'?
b. Where was this given to you?
27. Have you ever received any AIDS education training at work?
If yes,
8.. When WaS this given you?
b. How was the course structured? ie: language used.talks.vldeos .•"
c. What information did you learn from the course that you did not ;mow
before the education course?
d. Did the education course help you in your work situation?
28. Have you ever passed on medical information or advice about occupational
health risk to other workers in the hospital?
If yes,
a. Did this information relate to AIDS?
b. Can you give details?
If no,
a. Why not'?
29. Have you ever received lntormatton or advice about AIDS and possible
methods of occupational Intectlon from anyone at the hospital?
!f yes,
a. \"nat happened?
h. li,,)w did you respond?
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General
1. What is your job at the hospital?
2. What does your job at the hospital involve? (specific duties)
3. Dp you come into contact with blood or any other bodily secretion dw-ing
the course of your work?
If yes, ..
a. In what way/under what circumstances?
b. Howoften does this contact occur?
4. HdW iong have you been working at the hospital?
5. What is your home/first langua~e?
"
a. Can you speak any other languages?
6. 00 you come into contact with patients who have AIDS?
7. Have you ever received any :\IDS education training at wot'k?
if yes,
a. Whenwas this given to you?
b. What did you learn from the course?
c. What language was the course conducted in?
8. Are you provided with any equipment to prevent AIDS infection wnIle
you are at work?
If Yes,
a. What are you given?
b. Is there always enough protective equipment for you?
If no,
a, Do you feel that you should be provided with protective equlprnent?
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9. Do you feel that you know enough about A'IDS to avoid contracting the
virus at work in the hospital?
If no,
a. Wf"io do you believe is responsible to educate you about the virus?
If yes,
a. Where did you acquire this information?
10. Do you feel that you could contract AiDS in the course of your iWork?
If yes,
f;•• How would this occur?
b. If you think that you have infected yourself, what procedures would
you follow?
c. Have you ever been in a position where you have felt that you may
have contracted the virus?




11. Do you feel that all members of staff at this hospital know enoush about
HIV/AIDS to avoid contracting the virus at work?
If no,
a. Which workers do you believe would not know enough about the virus
to prevent infectiOn?
12. Are you ever asked questions by friends, family or strangers about the
HIV/AIDS?
If yes,
a. How often has this happened?
b. What do you tell them?
13. Do you thinl:t that traditional medicine has a place in tr"s treatment of
AIDcl?
If yes,
a. What do you think we have to learn 'from traditional approaches?
b. What do you think of the people who suggest some of these
approaches?
c. Do you ever try to steer people towards a more 'tradltlcnal' approach?
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If no,
a. Do you think we have nothing to Il1arn from traditional approaches?
b. What do you think of the people who suggest some of these
approaches? .
c. Do you ever try to steer people towards a mars 'scientific' appt·oa6,.;'?
14. How far did ·you go in your education?
If the respondent attendee! post matrlc educational tnstlturlon/s,
a. Which Instltutlon/s did you attend?
b. How long did you study there?
'15. Which school/s did you attend?
a. Was it a private school/government school?
b. How would you rate the overall quality of education you received from
the school?
d. What language were you taught in at your school?
f. How man) pupils on average did you have with you in class at school?
16. What subjects did you study at school?
If the respondent says science, then:
a. In what language were you taught science?
b. !-low would you rate the overall quality of sclentlflc education you
received from the school?
If science is not mentioned as a subject, then ask ...
a. Why did you not take science as a subject?
17. Did most pupils matrldulate at your school?
If yes,
a. Why do you believe this was the case?
If no,
a. Was there a particular reason why?
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Work and status
18. Have you always wanted to be a porter/cleaner/nurse/doctor?
If yes,
a. Why did you decided to became a porter/cleaner/nurse/doctor?
If no,
a. How did you it come about that you became a porter/cleaner/
nurse/ doctor?
(Probe if parents, f'rlends or academic environment have anything to do
with respondents choice)
19. What did/do your parents do for a living?
a. 00 you believe that their occupation/a had anything to do with your
choice of occupation?
20. If you had a choice would you change your occupation?
If yes,
a. What would you prefer to do?
b. Why would you choose this/these occupation/51




a. Why and what job/occupation would you like to see your ohild/childrerl
enter?
22. With whom do you usually spend your breaks at the hospital?
a. How do you know each other?
b. What do you talk about?
c. Do you talk about work?
d, Do you talk about HIV/AIDS?
e. Where do you meet?
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23. Do you attend any type of daily, weekly or monthly meetirlgs at the.
hospital?
If yes,
a' How often do you have these meetings?
b. WIJoattends these meetings?
c. What is discussed in these mes!tings?
(Are there any kind of union meetings, doctors meetings, ward meetings
or porters meetings)




I:J, What do you do together?
c.' 00 you work closely with this/these person/people within the hospital?
d. Do you ever talk about work?
e. Do you ever talk about HIV!AIDS?
If no,
a. Why do you think that this is so?
25. Have you ever seen a hospital workc. .tting part in an activity
which could result in his/her becoming infected with AIDS?
If yes,
a. What was this person doing?
b. Wh~t did you do?
If no,
a. How do YOLI think you would react to the situation?
26. Whose responsibility do you think it is to educate less knowledgable
hospital workers about possible occupational health risks?
a. Why do you believe that it is 'their' responsibility?
b. Would vou do the same in regards to possible AIDS infection?
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APPENDRX C - lETTER TO THE HOSPiTAL Rr;QUEST1NG ACCESS FOR PHASE ONE
DAVID ABRAHAMSOHh\l












I am writing to you to request your permission to undertake a study at your
hospital which evaluates the knowledge and awareness of workers in a medlcsl
institution concerning the AIDS virus, with the objective of developlns an
occupational education program.
, am at present registered as a student in the Department of industrial
Sociology, Faculty of Arts, University of the Witwatersrand. A requirement for
the. completion of my course is the submission of a long essay based on a
research topic. The necessary research conducted is closely supervised by
the staff of the Sociology Department.
While attending an AIDS education course recently at the Johannesburg City
Councils' Community AIDS Information and Support Centre, problems pertinent
to hearth workers and related personnel employed in medical institutions which
care for A1DSpatients, were highlighted. Whereasthese employees should be
expected to act as the role models for society in their understanding and
handling of patients infected with the virus, it became apparent that there
were a number of shortcomings in their knowledge and perceptions of the
problems involved and that there appears to be a need for correctional steps
to be taken.
This would involve inter alia, the setting up of an appr-opriately structured
and graded program to address the needs of the people employed by medical
institutions, covering the broad spectrum of employee from Janitor, +,0 the
surgeon. The structure of such a program is the essence of my iri~,.mded
study.
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REQU IREMENTS FOR MY RESEARCH.
My research would require that I interview workers from all le<tels of the
hlerarchlcal structure in a medical Instltutlon (including non-medlcal staff) to
ascertain their knowledge, attitude and beliefs about AIDS, ~)nd their
knowledge of the AIDS policy in the institution Of one exists). i II'f(sh also to
explore the workers' practices in the workplace, and to assess whether
workers are aware of the possibilities for exposure in their work. I also wish
to research what precau+lons they are taking to prevent this. Issues such as
shift times and work stress in relation to taking precautions against infection
will also be explored. This will be done by observation and eliciting responses
to a questionnaire.
I estimate that it would require no more then seven days in the actual
institution to complete both interviews and the participatory observation.
DEALING WITH SENSinVE ETHICAL ISSUES. ..:~..
Due to the highly sensitive issues surroundlnn the HIV/A!.t}S virus, certain
ethical issues need to be addressed.' I propose to keep <! the name of the
medica! institution as well as all respondents confidential, I will also ensure
in the course )f my research, that I do not hinder the running of the
institution in any manner whatsoever by conducting interviews while staff are
on breaks or off duty, as well as avoiding contact with patients.
I believe that this thesis could make a valuable contribution in establishing
basic practices for health workers involved in working with AIDS/HIV infected
persons and ~arnestly request your permission to conduct my research at
your hospital.
I shall appreciate it very much if you will accede to my request and would
ask that you contact me at the above telephone number if you require any
ftrrther details or information. I do require written permlsslon from you to
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Thank you for your letter dat~(, the 12th October 1993. Enclosed please find
a certificate of registration from the Faculty of Arts, University of the
Witwatersrand to verify that I am in fact a bonafide student, as requested by
you.
May I take this opportunity to thank you for granting permission to carry out


















RE: RESEARCH PROJECT FOR MASTERS THESIS.
I wish formally to request your permission to undertake an in-depth study
at your hospital, which seeks to evaluate the dissemination of kno'vledge
concerning the AIDS vlrus.
In December of last year, you were kind enough to allow me access to your
hospital to undertake a study. This study explored the level of awareness and
knowledge regarding HIV/AIDS amongst all levels of staff at your hospital.
On completion, my study was very well received by members of the Sociology
Department. However, this study, although very informative, brought certain
crucial questions regarding the dissemination of knowledge amongst the
hospital workers to the fore which require further investigation. I therefore
wish to extend this research project in an attempt to address these issues.
This further study would fulfil the requirements for an MA degree for which
I am now regi~' ~red.(Please find attached form of verification of my
reg lstratlon)
My research would require that I interview workers at your hospital from all
levels, including non-medical staff, to ascertain their attitude and beliefs
regarding the dissemination of knowledge concerning !-ltV/AIDS. Research will
be done by observation and by eliciting responses to interview questions. The
purpose ultimately of the study is to construct an effective education program
for the prevention of AIDS infection in a hospital setting.
Due to the highly sensitive issues surrounding HIV <;1l"'1dAIDS, certain ethical
issues, of which I am aware need to be addressed. I propose to keep the name
of the medical 'nstltutlon as well au all respondents confidential. I shall also
ensure that In the course of my research I de' not hinder the running of your
hospital in any manner whatsoever. I propose to conduct lntervlsws while staff
are on breaks or off duty and will avoid con ',ct with patients.
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r believe that this thesis could .make a valuable contrfbutlon in
establishing an effective HIV!AIL>S education program for all health workers.
I earnestly request your permission to conduct my research at your hospftal
and would ask that you contact me at the above telephone number if you
rpquire any further details or information. I do require written permission
trom you to proceed with my study.
r t;iank Y'=lU for the co-operation that you have afforded me in the past and
If)ok forward to a favourable response to this request.
Yours sincerely
DAViD ABRAHAM50HN.
APPENDIX G - LETTER RECEIVED FROM THE HOSPITAL GRANtiNG
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In reply to your letter of 2 May 1994 regarding your research
prcjec+ for masters thesis. Permission is hereby granted for you
to carry out your research project at the Respita:.
SUPERIN'l'EN"DENT
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APPENDiX Ii - THE THOUGH.rS OF A HEALTH CARE WORKER ~iiTTER AN
ACClDeNTAt OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO A,IDS
This information was transcribed from a tape recording of an lntarview with
a pathologist who was involved in a needlestrck injury while worklns with a
HIV positive patient.
Questiorn - Can you tell me how this incident occurred?
lt was in June of 1991. It was a day like any other, I was tired and over
worked. Being a pathologist, I routinely perform high needle aspiration which
involves placlnn needles into lesions which draws cells r ,1 the form of blood
which is then smeared on a slide. One then looks down a microscope and
examines the cells in an attempt to diagnose the patients illness.
I was working with a patient that was referred. I had a feeling about this
particular patient. Over the years you develop this sense which detects
potential HIV patients and I knew I had to be careful with this guy. I did fa
lymph node in his neck and that was okay but he also had a mass on his foot.
I was attending to that and as I pulled out the needle for the last time, I
don't know why, but he suddenly decided to move and the needle went into
my thumb. It was a reasonably deep wound and It certainly drew blood going
through the soft tissue into the skin. It was also fI hollow needle, supposedly
the worst type if you have a needle stick injury.
Question - How did you feel at this point?
It took me a couple of minutes to put two and two together that I had
actually pricked myself on what could have been a possible HIV patient. I did
not know his status at that point $0 I took blood from him straight away; they
did the test and he was positive. This was all in about forty five minutes.
When I heard he was positive I was half expecting it because as I said, YOIJ
have this strong feeling when you examine and look at patients. I think the
time between the injury and aGtua.Hy nearing he was positive was the worst
time for me. I was pretty sure he was posltlvo so the 'test just confirmed it
for me when it came back. Looking back 011 it, it was a traumatic period but
at the time it did not seem so bad. When they told me he was positive I
thought, well that's it.
Question - Was there no set protocol to follow?
There was no sat protocol. I used my common sense and' immediately ran my
finger under water and squeezed out all the excess blood that I could. I also
then washed my hands with bleach. ! was put on a course of AZI orad tablets
Which I had to take within the first hour of exposure and then three times
a day for 28 days after the accident.
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QUestion - Wh\~n was the worst time for yOU?
The worst time for me was the time between P-xposul'eand my first HIV test
which was three months later. That W~~ pretty traumatic. Another traumatic
time was when I was wait:ng for my HIV results
To came back as i say after three months. I personally took it through to the
lab and they told me that they would let me know the next day. That was the
most traumatic night of my life. When I phoned up for the result the next
day, that was even worse. My heart was pounding and I was shaking so much
that I could barely keep the earpiece of the phone on my ear to heat" the
result, Thanl~fully it was negative.
QUestion - What ls the procedure from there?
The recommended that you have the test 3 months after exposure and then
every 6 months after that. I had tests after 9, 18 and 24 months. But its now
over two years since it happened so theoretically J am clear.
Question - How did this incident effect your family life?
Luckily for me my wife is a nurse, She therefore understood much about the
virus.·· She was very supportive, We sat down after the accident before my
first HIV test and discussed every possible scenario. Wedecided that if I was
HIV positive we would not have children and that we woulr.l take precautions
until my first 3 month test. As I said, this was the most terrifying and
traumatic time for me. In these discussions with my wife, it sil..!ddenly dawned
on me how serious the situation was. Surprisingly, it was only at that point
that ! realised what a devastating effect this whole event could have on my
life. I was absolutely terrified.
Question - Has it effected how you work with other patients?
I have worked with quite a few HIV positive patients since that time and I
still do things in exactly the same way. I still glove up as all the doctors do
for all patients. Some doctors use two set of gloves at one time but I only use
one set of gloves because double gloving takes away just to much sensation
and you are more liable to stab yourself if you don't have that sensation. I
don't take any extra special precautions but I make sure that I am completely
alert and rested when performing these procedures. I also tell the patient to
keep very still and not to jump.
Question - Where you wearing gloves that d8Y?
ves. ihe needie went straisht through. Its as thin as a condom.
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Question - So how effective do you think gllOves really are?
I don't think that they are that effective, they are mere of a psychological
protection. for a person wearing them. Its very easy to plerce them for
example when one uses a hollow needle. The blood can remain in the hollow
part of it (the needle) and once it goes through the rubber of the glove, you
can still inject it into yourself.
ouesnon - Do YOlU have any other views on this issuer?
Well, in those days I was working very long hours. I was tired and was not
concentrating completely on what I was doing. I really should have been at
home asleep and not performing any medical procedures, let alone one
involving such delicate work. I also feel quite strongly that all patients that
come to hospital should be tested for HIV and I don't think we should
necessarily have to get permission for it. We take blood from a lot of patients
without telling them what it is for. A blood sample is also very important as
we can pick up other equally dreaded diseases like leukaemia and cancer that
are just as liable to kill the patient.
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Ap..P.f.NDlX I ....AIDS' PROTOCOL TO BE FOlLOWElJ IN CASE'
OF A NEEDlESnCK INJURY
. r!
NtE:DtES~'IC!t INJURY: GUIDELINESFOR REALm WORlCERS
A. ,KNOWNHIV POSUM PA'l'IENTS
1. Squeeze blood from injured area and wasn well under ~unrting tap
water. Apply adhesive dressing.
2. Report immediately to the supervisor/person in-charge and docu-
ment: ~he injury.
3. Re?ort ~o Si~k-aay during the day or to Casualtr if'at ~ight over
we;ll';:end and complete YJ C A ;;))r:nS.
4. Health <:::areworker should have iiIV t.;!stCO!'leto ::i.eter:ni!'lehis/hf':':'
own HIV s ca eus at ~he ti:ne of -:;1e inju~y.
5. :ommence Z:nO'lUDINE (AZl') ::lrophylaxis immec.ia-;:ely. Dosage: 20Cmg
4 hour Iy {early :norm.ng dose zan be omit::.a tor conveni ence, :l':ere-
rare only 5 doses over 24 :lours). Continue ~rophylaxis for 4 - e
weeks if possible.
Baseline F9C and LFT I s to be -:a.\{enprior' t:) commencemerre of AZT and
ilIonitoreli at :fortnightly ':'nterva.l.a tllereafte'.
NB: ZidollUdine is not ::-ecctnrnendedfor 5ucerficial ';)q~clltaneous-:11'
mucosa.l eXt10sur'e)-\)~ :"or"'~re~ant pa-cien"ts. Gauti'fE is needec
if ther-\!is :Jr'p.-existi:1g;,~mal dys.function. '\\ \\
\Subrn.it bLccd specimens !'::-omcati~nt for Hep'l.~itiS B sur\,ace an'Cig';)n
(HEs Ag) and ~IR status as well. If positive, manage app\)ppriately.
~,. ::ealth care \IIot'kershould oe !olloweq up by being tested for HIV at
3 mon~~ly intervals for la -18 ~onths.
3. ;rrv STATUS OF PA'l':t£Nt UNlCNO\ffl'
1. Squeeze blood from injlll'ed area and vash well under- !:'unning tap
,.,a'ter. Apply adhesive dressing.
2. Submit urgent blood speCimen from patient tor rapid HIV test.
Submit separate specimen fc~ r~s Ag and w~ testing as well.
If results of HI'I ';;es1:.cannot; ce ohtai;;ed within one hour,
commence' .\:£:.1' inuueciia'tely\Jllt:i::' patient IS HIV z-esul.ts are back,
3. If patient is HIVnegativej no rurtheraction is necessary.
4. I1:. patient is fIIV positive, .foll:!'" the- guidelines in pari. A above •.
For' further intormation please contact:
Infection Control Division Ext 2557 or page ~or th~ Infection'





APPENQfX J - AHJS PROTOCOL AY HOSPITAL REGAR!DlNGGENERA'=.
CARE OF AIDS PATIENTS
PROTCCOL FeR AQUIRE!} IMMT}l'.fITY DB1'ICIE'RCY SYNDRcw.E----------', -........__",.--_. -- _ ....----
Of P::-i!:16-concern is blood, excretions and body secretions e.g
semen, 'lagir.al secre ta ons , ce:'ob::-c-spi!),al fl'~i1 whi~h.maypossi=ly contain ~h~ virJS~
To prc~ect the hcz~i~alpersvlmel :=cm intec~ing:hemselves
thr-~ug!i. acc iderrta.L ~..:ljUry with shar:? ::n.stX"J.ments ana/or through
contact w:l,th blood and body fluids,., ,
:;:S no t necessar-y as :~'l.e natien"C can be nursed in a ge,1era:"
war-a , . un.Le ss :here is a. cor::~:::,?..;.o.,indication1 where oarZ-:'er
;:u.:-SJ.:;g rnay be done '.:. g. exe ess ive bleedlng.,
2. GLOVES:
"':0 be used when handli.l"'.g the ;011owing:
..
2.1 B1o~d i,e s~iru.ens. 'oJ.eeding wovr.ds. b:'e"'di.~)g Qr~j'i~e% e rc ,
2.2 Excretions and secr-e tn ons e~g l"t4Icls, u7:.ne,}f~'!l:C':i!l ar'l
nasal' seCr'-o'cions.
2.3 Any items physically soi:ed wit;n any of G'+.e accve ,
'lust be worn Olily i= there is a_.....y possibility Clf contamination
from body flu:l,d~ as mentione~ in 2 above.
4. MASK:
Not necessary unless the pati\'!:.:t is bleeding f:::-omthe mouth
or nasal cav:i.ty, coughing c opaus blood staineo";sputum, or
if sta.f:.' tnember is present a,,::0);' carrying out a procedure
which causes splashing of blc.od or a.erosoli:r.g of bloody
fluids such as during emptyi~.g of a portovac, tracheal
suctioning, bronchoscopy etc.
5. STOOL AND URIN~:
Atn'oulant patj,ents must USI?: the general ward. toilet.
- Bedridden/helpless patients must be given a bedpan or urinal
which 1U1.tst be disi.nf~cted after use.
6. prSPOSAL OF REFUSE,
Disposable plaE}tic bag must be used according to out' hospital
ulastic codeS. The Container with the contents must be tightlY




Eating utensils 'are washed with all o~her ward eating
utensils with seep and water and rinsed '..Ulder I"tl!'l11ing'
tap water.
~:oiled lir..fe~muat be soaked in a disi"!.r: :tant first th(::.{l
sluiced. :C,inen whiol: ::'5 not soiled i.; ccunt ed with other
linen and senr d::'=ect1:r to the laundry.
CA.ttE G? NEELDES AND SYRINGES
_, ~xtra care mus t be 1:aken when f'4ndlirwg rieac :'e-:1 and
syr~nges to preven: needla pricks.
A se'Oll!'<-,.te needLe iisnosal container which i.s clearly
labeiled t1USEDNEE:LESfl must be nlacec. at the patierrc'3
beds1.1e. •




Blood and tissue samules from H.I.V. ~ositive natients.
must be sent to the laboratory in snecially .sea.led double
plastic bags which are obtamabse from the Labor'a tory
- Th·?do,ub1~ plast.ic. baG' ~Otlsi.$t::;.o~ d 51\1:111 J?li).S~r:.:.. b~a INhlc.\..;'&
~n8e::'i;ed mcc a large pLaazi,e bag an:!. each bag is' sepa:ateJ.:t
sealed.
Bags must never be senarated ~~d each speciman muS~ be
inserted in one double bag.
Specimen must never be batched together, each specimer..
:;],:.18-:; 'be inserted :':1 one double bag.
The specimen "dot.fC:::'e bag" must never 'be s"tapled..
A biohazard sticke;;.' must be used in order tl) make
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